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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Analytical and experimental studies of the combustion process in a stratified charge
rotary engine (SCRE) continue to be the subject of active research in recent years. Specifi-
cally to meet the demand for more sophisticated products, a detailed understanding of the en-
gine system of interest is warranted. With this in mind the objective of this work is to devel-
op an understanding of the controlling factors that affect the SCRE combustion process so
that efficient power dense rotary engine can be designed. The influence of the induction-ex-
haust systems and the rotor geometry are believed to have a significant effect on combustion
chamber flow characteristics. In this report, emphasis is centered on Laser Doppler Veloci-
metry (LDV) measurements and on qualitative flow visualizations in the combustion cham-
ber of the motored rotary engine assembly. This will provide a basic understanding of the
flow processes in the RCE and serve as a data base for verification of numerical simulations.
Understanding fuel injection provisions is also important to the successful operation
of the stratified charge rotary engine. Toward this end, flow visualizations depicting the de-
velopment of high speed, high pressure fuel jets are described.
Friction is an important consideration in an engine from the standpoint of lost work,
durability and reliability. MSU Engine Research Laboratory efforts in accessing the frictional
losses associated with the rotary engine are described. This includes work which describes
losses in bearing, seal and auxiliary components.
Finally, a computer controlled mapping system under development is described. This
system can be used to map shapes such as combustion chamber, intake manifolds or turbine
blades accurately.
2.0 FUEL INJECTION STUDIES
During the current reporting period studies involving the BKM Servojet Fuel Injection
System and its application to the rotary engine have progressed in three areas: development
of expertise in system operation and spray visualization, introduction of injection system to
the rotar?, engine, and in on going communication with BKM, Inc., the manufacturer of the fuel
injection system being used in these experiments. Each of these areas will be addressed in
detail below.
2.1 Single Jet, Multi-Jet Fuel Nozzle Results
The BKM Serojet Fuel Injection System is now operational in the MSU Engine Re-
search Laboratory. Two visualization studies have been conducted and their principal re-
sults are principally in the film/video tape. These studies involve the use of the copper vapor
laser synchronized with the high speed camera to visualize the spray characteristics of the
injector. The experiments were conducted in ambient air. An aluminum fixture was con-
structed to hold the injector firmly in place, thus eliminating injector position variations
caused by vibration transmitted along the fuel supply line. A suction vent, 10 cm in diameter,
wasplacedapproximately30 cm downstreamof the nozzletip to removethe fuel sprayafter
it had passedout of the areaof interest. This "areaof interest" was defined by a sheetof
light generatedfrom the coppervapor laserapproximately1.5mm thick, 100 mm wide, with
powerof 40 watts, positionedparallel to the injector body. The pulsewidth of the laserwas
30 ns. The laser was externally triggeredsynchronouslywith a Nac E-10/EE 16 mm high
speedrotating prism cameraoperating at 5000 Hz. The experimentswere conductedwith
odorlesskeroseneinjectedwith botha 1-holenozzletip anda6-holenozzletip.
The injector was specifically designedby BKM so that the nozzletip could easily be
replaced. Thoughthere were someproblemsearly in replacingnozzletips, the valuableas-
sistanceprovidedby theBKM technicalstaff hasallowedtheseproblemsto beovercome.
The rationalefor performing theseexperimentsin ambientair, rather than in the rota-
ry engine was three-fold. First, for future in-engine tests it was necessaryto develop and
establishthe visualization techniqueusing the copper vapor laser sheetand the high speed
camera. Second,it was necessaryto establishwhether any event to event variability oc-
curredfor the injection process. Finally, it wasnecessaryto confirm or dismissthe presence
of large trailing droplets. While it is recognizedthat the flow anddecaypatternsobservedin
theseexperimentsare not typical of thosewhich will be found in the rotary engine applica-
tion, someimportantobservationscanbemade.
Both experimentswereconductedwith thesameoperatingconditions:
Ambient Pressure:
Rail InjectionPressure:
EnergizeTime:
InjectionFrequency:
1atmosphere
700psi
8ms
100Hz
The spraysformed by the two different nozzletips arevery different in structure,but the in-
jection processeshave somesimilarities. The visualizationof the 1-holenozzle tip injection
showsthat the injection event may take on any one of threedistinct patterns.Approximately
fifty percentof the injection eventsbehaveasa jet of diameter1.6mm traveling at 180rrdsec
which graduallygrows to 5.0 mm in diameterover a distanceof 4.4 cm, thenquickly spreads
out to a diameterof 2.2 cm and maintainsthis diameterfor 7 cm. In the initial spreadingof
the jet thereappearsto be little interactionwith the surroundingair, while in the constantdi-
ameterregiongood mixing and air entrainmentis seen. The main injection event lasts for ap-
proximately2.0 ms, after which severallarge dropletsof diametersapproximately0.5 to 1.5
mm areexpelledover aperiodof 0.4ms. Thispatternis shownin Figure2-1.
The secondpattern identified, shown in Figure 2-2, occurs for approximately twenty
percentof the eventsand behavessimilarly to the first pattern,except that no large droplets
areexpelled. The third pattern,occurring in approximatelythirty percentof the eventsand
shownin Figure 2-3, beginsidentically to the first pattern,but the injection ceasesat 1.4 ms,
followedimmediatelyby a secondandsmallerinjectionlastingfor 0.6ms.
For the 6-hole nozzletip, the generalform of the spray is a cloud that grows as the
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Figure 2-1 Single hole injection pattern with trailing droplets
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Figure 2-2 Single hole injection pattern without trailing droplets
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Figure 2-3 Single hole injection pattern with secondary injection burst
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injection eventproceeds. The processis much more complex than the single hole injection
sincein reality there are six singlehole injections occurringand interactingwith each other.
Becauseof the complexity, it has not beenpossible to identify distinct patternsas in the
caseof the 1-holenozzle, however,event to event variations still occur for the 6-hole noz-
zle. Figure 2-4 showsrepresentativeframesfrom two injection events. The secondevent is
designatedwith a ('). In Figure 2-4(a) one seesa bright areanear the nozzle tip which is
the startof the injection event, labeledtime = 0.0 ms. The first framefor eachof the two in-
jection events,Figures 2-4(a) and 2-4(a'), shows the remainsof the previousevent. Here
largedropletsareseento follow thecloud of dense,small droplets. It is found that the main
part of the injection eventoccurredin 0.6 ms with largedropletsbeing expelledfor an addi-
tional 0.6 ms. The presenceof trailing dropletscould lead to incompleteor late combustion,
resulting in expressiveemissionsand poor performance. Continuingwith Figure 2-4, frames
(b) through (g) show the developmentof the fuel spraywith time. As the photographsuse
the samescaleand assumingthat the scatteredlight is representativeof the fuel mass,sub-
stantial spatial variations in the two injection eventscan be observed. One facet of these
spatialvariations is the observationthat while there is flow from all six nozzle holes, these
flows do not begin simultaneously. As about 8000frames were examined,the phenomenon
of non-simultaneousfirings was found to occur regularly. Another important observation
dealswith mixing and air entrainmentwhich occurssoonerfor the 6-hole nozzlethan for the
1-holenozzle.
The complexity of the internal operationof the Servojet Systemhas led to consider-
ableeffort exertedin developinga thoroughunderstandingof its operation. Documentationof
this effort canbe found in AppendixA, which providesadetailedwritten accountof Servojet
Fuel InjectionSystemoperation.
The quantitativedata given abovefor the visualizationstudieswas obtained through
measurementstaken from the projection screen. This is a very tediousand somewhatimpre-
cise methodwhich hasled to employinga digital imageprocessingsystemspecifically Mega-
Vision. The availability of this systemto the MSU Engine ResearchLaboratoryprovides a
uniqueopportunity. Currently, sufficient expertisehasbeenachievedto digitize a still photo-
graphof an injection event and then appropriatelyprocessthe digitized image. Photographs
of interestcan now be usedto determinedroplet position and sizeusing the digitized image.
Figures 2-5 (a),(b) and (c), show the original still photograph,the initial digitized image,
and the processeddigitized image. The next step is to use the MegaVision systemto obtain
quantitativeinformationfrom thevisualizationexperiments.
2.2 Designof Fuel InjectorAssemblyfor RCE
A preliminary designhas beenfinalized for mounting the fuel injector assemblyonto
the RCE. The injector assemblywill bemounteddirectly onto the RCEhousing. The injector
nozzlewill accessthe combustionchamberthroughthe uppersparkplug hole. The nozzletip
will be recessedso that no contact with the rotor will be possible. A compression gasket
will be used between the first step of the injector and a machined step in the spark plug hole.
The mounting mechanism of the injector assembly to the RCE housing will apply pressure to
this gasket. The combustion chamber side of the hole will be machined to be slightly angled,
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Figure 2-5(b) Initial Digitized Image
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Figure 2-5(c) ProcessedDigitized Image
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Compression
Fuel Injector
Gasket
|
Combustion
/ Chamber
Figure 2-6 Fuel injector assembly attachment on rotary engine
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as shown in Figure 2-6, so that fuel may be injected upwards into the down moving air
stream. Nozzletips with angledholeswill be employedso that fuel may be injectedat vari-
ousanglesto theairstream.
2.3 Interactionwith BKM, Inc..
As noted in Section 2.1, when problemsarosewith the operationor maintenanceof
the ServojetFuel Injection System,BKM, Inc., the manufacturerprovidedexcellent technical
assistance.The technical staff at BKM, including its presidentJohn Beck, has beenhelpful
and very responsiveto requests. Current discussionson technical aspectshave benefited
both partiesand an information exchangepath hasbeenestablished. Observationsprovided
on the operationof the BKM ServojetFuel Injection Systemsuchasevent to event variabili-
ty and the presenceof trailing dropletsarenot intendedto be critical of the system,but rath-
er findings of technical interest. The experimentshave beenconductedwith only the BKM
systemand hence,no judgementon its operationin an engine can be fairly made without
comparisonstudieswith othersystems.
2.4 PlannedWork
By theend of summer,it is anticipatedthat the fuel injector assemblywill bemounted
onto the RCE and preliminary visualization testswill be conducted. A copper vapor laser
sheetwill be broughtdown throughthe centralhousingwindow. The high speedcamerawill
recordthe visualizationsthroughthe upperside windows. By coupling the injector controller
with the enginecontroller, injection timing canbe controlled and variouscasesof timing can
be studied. Similarly, the influenceof injection angle,that is, the anglebetweenthe injection
jet and the air stream,can be studied. It is anticipatedthat variation of thesetwo parame-
ters, timing andangle, in the visualization experimentswill leadto someconclusionsregard-
ing control of thefuel distribution. Critical to developingtheseconclusionswill becontinuing
efforts using thedigital imageprocessingsystem. It is anticipatedthat during the fall the in-
jection visualizationstudieswill bequantifiedthroughtheuseof imageprocessing.
3.0 FLOW VISUALIZATION IN THE MOTOREDSCRE
3.1 ExperimentalFacilitiesandEquipment
3.1.1 RotaryEngineAssembly
The rotary engineused in this study is a Mazda 12A engine. The engine apex and
side sealsare replacedby graphitesealsin order to run the enginewithout lubrication except
by theseedingwhich is usedfor the LaserDoppler Velocimetry (LDV) or for the flow visual-
ization. The bearingsare replacedby oil impregnatedbrasssleevebearings. Optical access
is providedby mountingsapphirewindowson the sidesand the housingof the engine. Fur-
therdetailsandlayoutof therotaryengineassemblyaregivenin Appendix B (Figure 1).
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3.1.2 Flow VisualizationSystem
The high speedflow visualizationsystemdevelopedfor this study is shownin Figure
2 Appendix B. It consistsof a 40-watt coppervapor laser(CVL), Model 451, a high speed
camera,NAC E-10/EE, anelectronic synchronizationtiming system,mirors, cylindrical lens-
es and a particle generator. The E-10/EE is equippedwith a trigger pulse generatorand op-
tical pick-up to trigger the copper laser at 5 kHz and synchronizeaction with the film frame
rate at 5000 frames per second(fps). Further details of the system and the experimental
procedurewere reportedin ourpreviousstudies(AppendixB).
3.2 ResultsandDiscussion
Section3.2 presentsflow field analysisunder two conditions:naturally aspiratedand
superchargedconditions at 525 rpm. The entrainedfluid is seededby usingdi-octyl phtha-
late (DOP) throughthe induction systemgeneratedby an atomizer. A seriesof photographs
selectedfrom two 16mmhigh speedmotion pictures filmed at 5000 frame per second(fps)
will be presentedto facilitate understandingof the fundamentalaspectsof the flow patterns
in theintakeandthecompressioncycles.
3.2.1 Flow StudyIn aNaturallyAspiratedRotaryEngine(NARE)
In a naturally aspiratedrotary engine,Figures 3-1(a) and (b) illustrate the flow pat-
tern at 525 rpm during the intake-exhaustports overlap, where the intake and exhaustpres-
sureareat ambientcondition. The air flow rate throughthe enginewasmeasuredat 6 cubic
feet per minute (cfm). This set of figures indicate that the fluid is entrainedby the velocity
field generatedby the rotor inward toward the rotor pocket. In this phaseit is apparentthat
the flow is turbulent andit moves toward the leadingapex wherevorticity is generatedand
a counterclockwisecirculation can be observed.Further in the intake, Figures 3-1(c) and (d)
demonstratethe flow movementtoward the boundaryof the rotor housing,which is a conse-
quenceof the interaction betweenthe rotor and the entrainedfluid. Figures 3-1(e) and (f)
show the instability of the entrainedfluid nearthe intakedue to the fluctuating pressuregen-
eratedin the intake manifold by the rotor motion, and the blowby effect along the surfaceof
the housing due to the leakagebetweenthe leading apex and the housing.Figures 3-1(g)
and (h) showthe flow field whenthe intake cycle reachesits maximumvolume. In this event,
it canbe observed that the flow is moving in the direction of therotor. However, this flow
patternwill changeat the end of the intake,and a subsequentflow reversalcan be noted as
shownin Figure 3-1(i) near the trailing apexas a result of the increasingpressureduring the
intake.
In the compressionstroke at 525 rpm, it is apparentfrom Figure 3-1 that the vorticity
generatedduring the intake is convectedanddiffused throughthe moving fluid. However,at
the beginningof thecompressionthe vortical structurenearthe boundaryof the rotor housing
is evident in Figure 3-1(a) and (b). Even so, somecirculating flow can be observedlater in
the compressionas demonstratedin the motion picture. This would imply that at higher
speeds,this flow feature is reducedsignificantly when comparedto the flow reported in Ap-
pendix B at 230 rpm. A specialseedingtechniqueis requiredwhich is currently beingdevel-
14
INTAKE NATURALLY ASPIRATED COMPRESSION
Figure 3-1 Flow pattern during intake and compression at 525 rpm
in a naturally aspirated rotary engine
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INTAKE NATURALLY ASPIRATED COMPRESSION
Figure 3-1 (cont'd.) Flow pattern during intake and compression at 525 rpm
in a naturally aspirated rotary engine
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INTAKE NATURALLY ASPIRATED COMPRESSION
Figure 3-1 (cont'd.) Flow pattern during intake and compression at 525 rpm
in a naturally aspirated rotary engine
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oped at the MSU Engine Research Laboratory.
3.2.2 Flow Study In a Supercharged Rotary Engine (SCRE)
In order to provide a comparison with the naturally aspirated configuration and clarity
in interpretation of the LDV data a flow visualization of the supercharged rotary engine was
conducted. The data presents an analysis of the flow field in a supercharged rotary engine at
the same operating speed (525 rpm) and rotor positions as the previous analysis.
Figure 3-2 shows the flow development in supercharged rotary engine, at flow rate of
16 cubic feet per minute (cfm) and boost pressure of 41.0 " of water at selected crank angles
during the intake. Figures 3-2(a) and 3-2(b) display the flow when the intake and exhaust
ports are both opened. This overlapping of phases causes the flow in the intake to move to-
ward the leading apex and the rotor where a clockwise recirculating motion is dominating the
flow structure. This flow pattern is more clearly observed in the motion picture. The intake is
a high pressure region relative to the back pressure in the exhaust. As the trailing apex pro-
ceeds toward the intake port it is evident from the motion picture and Figures 3-2(c),(d),(e)
and (f) that the recirculating flow is in the counterclockwise direction and a strong rotating
vortex is generated near the leading apex and the rotor. This fact is explained by the fluid
blowby along the housing caused by the leakage between the leading apex and the housing
which prevails near the vicinity of the housing, while some fluid is induced by the rotor.
Clearly the complex flow structure depends markedly on the location of the rotor relative to
the intake and exhaust ports and also on the direction of fluid flows through the induction
system. In this regard, when the exhaust port is closed and the volume of the intake phase
attains its maximum value as shown in Figure 3-2(g), the jet-like fluid flows through the in-
take manifold in the direction of the rotor motion and along the rotor surface towards the lead-
ing apex. However, before the fluid reaches the leading apex it changes direction to generate
counterclockwise rotating vortex where the fluid moves toward the intake port in the vicinity
of the housing. In this instance the fluid dissipates its energy. This subsequently leads to
the formation of a stagnation zone later in the intake. Figures 3-2(h) and 3-2(i) clearly dem-
onstrate the flow reversal and the manner in which the flow potential is reduced markedly
when the trailing apex is half way through the intake port. This evidence is due to the pres-
sure increase in the intake cycle and the exhaust port interference. Finally, in the intake, it is
apparent from Figure 3-2(i) that when the intake port is almost closed, the fluid near the
trailing apex moves in the direction of the rotor. However, the flow is relatively stagnant
along the housing near the leading apex.
On the basis of the above discussion, it may be proposed that the position of the rotor
relative to the intake-exhaust ports has the main influence on the flow and the vorticity gen-
erated in the intake. This is illustrated in Figure 3-2(a). Also, this figure shows the flow
near the housing which constrained to move in the direction of the rotor. Moreover, this fea-
ture of the flow is clearly observed in Figure 3-2(b), where the fluid is driven by the rotor
close to the trailing apex. Although Figures 3-2(a) and 3-2(b) illustrate the typical trend in
which the rotor affects the flow field. Further in the compression it is interesting to note the
clockwise recirculating flow pattern " roll-up vortex" at the surface of the rotor near the trail-
ing apex as demonstrated in Figures 3-2(c) and 3-2(d). The general feature of the flow pat-
18
INTAKE SUPERCHARGED COMPRESSION
Figure 3-2 Flow pattern during intake and compression at 525 rpm
in a supercharged rotary engine
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Figure 3-2 (cont'd.) Flow pattern during intake and compression at 525 rpm
in a supercharged rotary engine
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INTAKE SUPERCHARGED COMPRESSION
Figure 3-2 (cont'd.) Flow pattern during intake and compression at 525 rpm
in a supercharged rotary engine
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tern is expected to maintain its structure further in the compression as indicated by Figures
3-2(e) and (f) and in the motion picture. However, more theoretical and experimental studies
are required to confirm this aspect of the flow field at higher speed and for different rotor ge-
ometry, which in turn may lead to improve the engine design chamber flow characteristics.
Finally, it is interesting to conclude this section with the following brief comparative
remarks. First, in the intake it is quite evident that the level of vorticity generated in the su-
percharged engine is higher than that in the naturally aspirated engine, which in turn exhibits
to enhance the turbulent flow pattern in the compression stroke. Second, the flow reversal is
reduced in the supercharged engine. However, the blowby along the surface of the housing is
more distinct than that in the naturally aspirated engine. This flow feature is clearly demon-
strated in the motion picture.
3.3 Planned Work
Progress has been made in demonstrating the controlling effects of the rotor and the
induction-exhaust system on the flow behavioral pattern. Much is yet to be learned about
the combustion chamber flow phenomena. Engineering applications will be greatly benifited
by improved understanding of the flow structure at higher rotational speeds and for a wider
range of boost pressures and mass flow rates. Presently, at the MSU Engine Research Lab,
different types of seeding processes are understudy. A specifically designed particle genera-
tor with an electronically controlled solenoid valve has been designed and is under construc-
tion. This will be used in order to inject the seeding over a predetermined range of crank an-
gles. This should provide a greater degree of stratification of seeded and unseeded air which
in turn will provide greater contrast for photography.
LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY (LDV) STUDIES
Status of LDV System
The Laser Doppler Velocimetry setup (See Appendix C for details) has been in pro-
duction mode for approximately one month. During this time measurements have been made
in nine locations in the motored RCE assembly. Three of these will be discussed in detail.
The measurements were made under naturally aspirated conditions at a shaft speed of 500
rpm.
4.2 Description of Optics
The optical system is described in the figures. Figure 4-1 shows the optical setup.
Figure 4-2 demonstrates the measurement volume and its dimensions.
4.3 Criteria For Acceptance of LDV Measurements
The data collected had criteria for acceptance as follows: The mean velocities had to
compare reasonably well for two separate runs at different shifts (usually 5 MHz and 10
22
MHz). The histogramsat locationswherethe flow is highly turbulentor highly negativehad
to be approximatelyGaussianin shape(i.e. no low or high frequencycutoff). Also, an effort
was made to assure that each encoderposition (approximately0.2 degrees)contained at
least100 good points, althoughat difficult locations, the numberof good points was some-
timesbelow 100.
4.4 Resultsin IntakeandCompression
Measurementswere taken at nine locations in the RE assembly. Figure 4-3 shows
the threepoints labeled (A) , (B) and (C) which are of particular interest. The resultsof
thesemeasurementsaredescribedin detail. The crankangleposition is referencedasprevi-
ouslydiscussedin Section3.0,andis usedconsistentlythroughoutthisdiscussion.
The velocity measurements(meanand RMS) for location (A) are shownin figures 4-
4(a) - 4-4(d). The flow visualization films for the naturally aspiratedcondition at a shaft
speedof 525 rpm indicate that whenthe rotor is at 90 degreesand for a short period thereaf-
ter, the fluid flow is predominatelyrotor entrainedand moving towardthe rotor pocket. This
is confirmed by the LDV measurementsshowing positive u and v mean velocity compo-
nents. However the mean velocity componentsquickly becomenegativedue to the counter-
clockwisevortical structurescausedby the interactionof the blowby with the flow at the in-
take port. This vortical structureis accompaniedby a sharpincreasein the rms velocity. As
the intake event progresses the blowby becomes less dominating, and over the crank angles
of 195 to 220 degrees the flow again becomes entrained by the rotor motion. Here the flow
moves toward the leading apex, until late in intake where it reverses due to the intake ex-
haust overlap. Late in intake a decrease in turbulence intensity is also apparent.
Figures 4-5(a) -4-5(d) show the velocity measurements for location (B) in compres-
sion at a shaft speed of 525 rpm. The v-component of velocity for these measurements is
positive in the opposite direction of the rotor motion. The plots show that the flow beginning
at 270 degrees quickly becomes diffused and convected and is "pushed" ahead of the leading
apex. This results in a relatively steady velocity that fluctuates predominately due to rotor
face orientation, changing with respect to a fixed reference. As compression progresses, the
rms velocity decreases again indicating a dissipation of turbulence in compression.
Figures 4-6(a) - 4-6(d) show the velocity measurements during intake for location
(b). The flow visualization film shows clearly that there is a substantial blowby due to fluid
leaking past the apex seal. This observation was confirmed by the LDV measurements. For
a short time after the rotor passes the control volume the flow is entrained by the rotor mo-
tion and is in the same direction as the rotor motion. However at that location the fluid veloc-
ity quickly rises in the opposite direction of the rotor motion and reaches a maximum velocity
of 27 m/s in the v-direction near a crank angle of 180 degrees. As was previously discussed,
as the intake progresses and the rate of change of the intake volume minimizes, the flow be-
comes entrained and moves with the rotor. The rms velocity indicates a high level of turbu-
lence consistent with the action of a jet moving past the measurement location.
Figures 4-7(a) - 4-7(d) show the results for location (C) in compression. These
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Figure 4-1 Optical setup
Figure 4-2 Measurement volume and dimensions
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Figure 4-3 Rotor housing dimensions and measurement location
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plots again indicate that the compression cycle is dominated by " squish" flow that is pushed
ahead of the leading rotor face. The u-component is now negative due to the leading apex
passing the major axis.
The results for intake for location (C) are shown in Figures 4-9(a)- 4-9(d). The re-
sults are consistent with the results shown for location (B) in the intake. The blowby is
clearly indicated and is the dominating feature close to the rotor housing.
4.5 Planned Work
The next step for the LDV system is to include pressure measuring capabilities. A
pressure interface manufactured by TSI Inc. has been received. It will be used to measure
pressure versus crank angle along with the velocity measurements. A pressure transducer
by Validyne will be used in conjunction with the LDV interface to take the pressure measure-
ments. The pressure measurements will be made for a shaft speed of 500 rpm for both super-
charged and naturally aspirated configuations. Also of future interest is to determine how su-
percharging and other intake conditions affect the flowfield during compression. This will al-
so serve as baseline for comparison with numerical simulations.
5.0 FRICTION STUDIES
Results in this section describe some of the important losses associated with the op-
eration of internal combustion engines. Calculation of real engine efficiency must include
items such as auxiliary components and frictional losses. The thermodynamic models cur-
rently available for the rotary combustion engine do not include these factors. Models must
be formulated and converted to mathematical descriptions before they can be implemented in
computer simulations. This section describes the work at the MSU Engine Research Labora-
tory whose objective was to develop a preliminary data base for friction and auxiliary compo-
nent modeling. The efforts described in this section are primarily the result of short projects
undertaken by undergraduate students at MSU in the spring term, 1989. Copies of these
project reports can be found in Appendix C.
5.1 Numerical Simulation of a Thermodynamic Process
In 1987, Professor J. B. Heywood and his colleagues at the M.I.T. Sloan Automotive
Laboratory completed the most extensive thermodynamic simulation of the operation of a ro-
tary combustion engine to that date. As studies of bearing and seal friction require pressure
loading data, this code was brought to operational status on the Sun 4/260 work station lo-
cated at the MSU Engine Research Laboratory. Concurrently, Tom Bartrand of Svedrup Cor-
poration has made extensive modifications of the code to improve its performance and stabili-
ty.
Samples of tabulated input and output data used in the thermodynamic simulation can
be found in Appendix C. There are several issues concerning the simulation that are worth
noting. (1) For a number of conditions, errors prevented the computation of chamber pres-
sures. Results of this work will be compared to the recent experience of Bartrand to deter-
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mine the causeof the aborted calculations. (2) Seventeen simulations were conducted for a
range of intake manifold pressures, speeds and equivalent ratios which were tolerated by the
simulation. (3) It appears that for many conditions, proper pressure loading data will be
available by using this simulation. (4) From experience, it is also clear that the use of this
simulation is not a "turn key" operation. To obtain useful results, an experienced user knowl-
edgeable in the codes, construction and operation must review predicted results.
5.2 Analysis of Bearing Friction
Bearing loading in an engine results from forces exerted on the rotor by compression
and expansion of gases and by inertia forces. For this study, an analysis relevant to the ro-
tor and main bearings (plain bearings) which are hydrodynamically lubricated was conducted.
Although beating friction is not believed to be a major source of energy loss in a rotary en-
gine, an understanding of bearing loading is especially important from the stand point of reli-
ability and life. The detailed analysis for this work is described in Appendix C. This simula-
tion was conducted for a rotary engine with one rotor and two main bearings. These tech-
niques can easily be extended to engines with multiple rotors and main bearings. The
design parameters considered in the analysis were bearing diameter, axial length, bearing
clearance and oil viscosity.
The following conclusions were made from this study:
1. Bearing frictional losses are affected more by engine speed than by engine loading.
2. Frictional losses increase with speed and power output.
3. Friction increases as bearing size increases.
4. Friction increases with increasing viscosity.
5. Friction increases as radial clearance decreases.
5.3 Apex and Side Seal Frictional Losses
Before starting a discussion about the factors involved with sealing a RCE it is help-
ful to examine the standard network of seals used in the RCE. Referring to Figure 5-1 which
was taken from Ansdale, one sees the long curved side seals which are in contact with the
end covers of the cylinder and three apex seals which separate the three working ceils of the
engine. Examination of this sealing network gives an appreciation of the additional difficulty
involved in sealing RCEs. The long length of the side seals and the irregular path traversed
by the apex seals present problems different from those encountered in sealing reciprocating
piston engines. Documentation of the forces acting on these seals has not appeared in the
literature to any appreciable extent. Jones shows an approximate breakdown of friction loss-
es at 6000 rpm in a Curtiss-Wright RC1-60 engine. Here seal friction losses are reported to
be about 1 1/2 times the losses in the bearings and gears. Yamamoto shows gas sealing
losses to be over 50 percent of the total normalized frictional losses in an unspecified rotary
engine.
Knoll et al. developed a theoretical model of the forces acting on the apex and side ro-
tary engine seals. This model was combined with experimentally obtained cell pressures to
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Figure 5-1 Typical sealing grid for a rotary combustion engine
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obtain a friction modelof a gassealingsystem. In 1984whenthis work wascompleted,a re-
alistic thermodynamicmodel of the RCE suchas theone describedin Section5.2 did not ex-
ist. The thermodynamicssimulationnow availablecan be combinedwith the apex and side
seal friction models to obtain realistic evaluationsof friction in gas sealing systemsover a
widerangeof speedsandloads.
Knoll's theoreticalmodel is a Fortran programwhich usesengine rpm and cell pres-
sureof a typical rotary engineto calculatethework doneby an apexsealduring one cycle of
the rotor. The program consistsof four parts: the main program and subroutines"ONE,"
"VIB," and "SUBACC." The main programinitially usespressurepoints from a small file to
create2048 datapoints of cell pressureversuscrank angle. This consistentinput methodfa-
cilitatesprogramtesting.
The backboneof the programis the set of equationsdescribingthe RCE's trochoidal
bore.The shapeof the trochoidalbore is describedby geometricequationswith theonly vari-
able being the crankangle. By differentiatingthe position equations,we obtain the velocity
and accelerationof the apex seal. The velocity and accelerationcomponentsare then project-
edto areferenceframealongtheseal,giving theactualcomponentsof theapexseal.
The forces on the seal are from its loading and trailing cell pressures,apex spring,
boreforce and the acceleration. In calculatingthe momentabout the centerof gravity of the
seal we can determine if the seal has pivoted to the leading or trailing side of the seal
groove. The seal/borecontact force canbe found by creatingequationsfrom a free body dia-
gram, (FBD) of the apex seal. As long as the contact force (FC) of the bore on the seal is
positive, theprogram's pathstaysin the mainprogram.The work is calculatedby multiplying
the frictional force of the sealon theboremultiplied by thedistancemoved. Using Simpson's
Rule,thework integralcanbeevaluatedfor anentirerotarycycle (2048 points).
If theapex seal losescontactwith the bore (FC is less thanor equal to 0) the subrou-
tine "ONE" is called. "ONE" calculatesthe relative accelerationand position of the seal by
calling subroutine"SUBACC" to find the true accelerationof the seal. This accelerationis
calculatedwhenthe sealis not in contactwith the bore. "ONE" will loop and incrementdata
pointsuntil thesealreturnsto thebore.
Physicalexperimentsshow that when the sealreturns to the bore, it bouncesoff the
bore severaltimes creatinga vibrationaleffect. Due to this fact, after returning from "ONE",
the subroutine"VIB" is called to loop until the seal stopsvibrating. "VIB" also usessubrou-
tine "SUBACC" to find theseal'spositionandacceleration.
The initial apex sealmodel is functional due to small changesin format and variable
placing. The programproducesanoutputdeclaringthat the work of one apexsealduring one
cycleat7000rpm and 100%throttle is approximately1600in-lbs.
In reviewingthe equationsusedin the initial program,errorshave beenfound. Sever-
al componentsdescribingthe trochoidalbore aremissing. Sign errorswere found in the dif-
ferentiationof the x and y equationsto achievevelocity and accelerationof the apex seal.
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The program also has the ability to get caughtin an infinite loop due to incorrect force and
pivot equations.Furthermore,in calculatingthe work of the apex seal, the force on the apex
sealfrom the bore wasundefinedat the pointswherethe sealis no longer in contactwith the
bore.
The abovechangeshavebeenmadeto theoriginal program. The modified programis not op-
erational due to faulty accelerationequationsof the seal when it is not in contact with the
bore. The incorrectly calculatedaccelerationneverallows the sealto return to the bore. This
problemis only temporaryandthemodifiedprogramwill soonbeoperational.
5.4 Auxiliary Components
Modelerstypically calculateindicatedquantitieswhen performinga numericalsimula-
tion of an engine cycle. The main reasonfor this is that information on friction and other
loads, such as the alternatoroutput, is generally not known. Frictional aspectswere dis-
cussedin previoussection. This sectionbriefly summerizesthe work describedin Appendix
C titled "Auxiliary Componentsof anAircraft RotaryEngine". The componentsconsideredin
thispreliminarydesignstudyinclude:
1. Electricalsystem(starterandalternator)
2. Coolingsystem(radiatorandwaterpump)
3. Pumpingsytems(oil pumpandfuel pump)
Resultsof thisdesignstudyaresummerizedasfollows:
1. An optimizedsystemdesignwill yield significantbatteryweightsavingsin
difficult-to-start engineapplication.
2. Significantstarting-energyeconomicscanberealizedwith anoptimizedsystem,
allowing additionalbenefitsto engineignition operationandto componentlife of the
battery,starter,contactpoints(if applicable),andengine.
3. It wasfoundfrom thestudythatthepumpingefficiencymaybe improvedfor agiven
flow rate if therotor width is increasedwhile therotor radiusandtherotationspeed
arereduced
4. Theeffectof therotor diameteron thepumpingefficiencyis great,which is
indicatedby therelationshipof r5 for thefluid friction loss,andr 3 for thethrust
friction loss.
5. Theeffectof thepumprotationspeed(enginespeed)is n2"5for thefluid friction loss,
n 1.86 for the thrust friction loss, and nearly linear with speed for the other variables.
6. The liquid cooling offers definite advantages over air cooling in the areas of durability
and performance. Other advantages such as lower operating costs and operational
improvements are more subjective and can only be substantiated with service
experience.
7. Some of the other benefits include: Absence of cooling airflow anomalies, better
cylinder wear characteristics, increased power output, significant reduction in cooling
drag, and greater tolerance to operational abuse.
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6.0 COMPUTERCONTROLLED MAPPING
Numerical methodswhich have beenusedduring the past year havepointed to con-
trol of therotor pocketgeometryasthe mostlogical methodof controlling turbulenceand fuel
air mixing n a rotary combustionengine. Quantifyingthis geometricallycomplicatedconfigu-
ration can be achieved with a device that uses laser triangulation for non-contactsensing.
The "Z" axis sensing, togetherwith the X and Y position of the translationstages,can be
usedto producea threedimensionalmapof the rotor flank, including the rotor pocket. This
devicecanbeusedto producea tapefor machininga particular surfacewhich hasbeenfound
to producedesiredflow effects,suchaswith a woodmodel. It canbeusedto provide input to
a numericalsimulation for modelingpurposes. The resolutionof the point rangesensorcho-
senfor this work is twentymicrons.
6.1 Descriptionof MappingSystem
The computercontrolled mappingsystemis briefly describedin this section.,A com-
pletedescriptionof thesystemcanbe foundin AppendixC.
Thesystemto performthismappingconsistsof thefollowing elements:
1) A point rangesensormanufacturedby CyberOpticsCorporation
2) A threedimensionaltraversetablewith :
x - translation960ram
y - translation480mm
z- translation480ram
Othertablecharacteristicscanbefoundin AppendixC, Figure5.
3) A Sonylinearpositionencoder
4) A Zenithportablecomputerfor systemcontrol
The position of the table is measuredby the Sony linear positionencoderwhich mea-
suresthe position of the table relative to its absolutehome and transmits this position to the
Zenith computer. The point rangesensoris conductedto the computerthrough a parallel in-
terfacecard installed in the communicationbusof the computer.The Sony encoderand the
traversetable control are connectedthrough RS-232-L port conversions. The Zenith com-
puter readsthe positionof the tableand the measurementfrom the point rangesensor. It ex-
aminesthe data and determinesthe absoluteposition of the surfacebeing measured. The
computermoves the system over a predefinedareato determinethe absolutecoordinateof
this area. The result is a three-dimensionalmathematicaldescriptionof the object of inter-
est.
6.2 Statusof ComputerControlledMappingSystem
The traversetable and its control computerarealreadyin the MSU EngineLab. The
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point rangesensorsystemhasbeenpurchasedand received. The Zenith "Turbo Sport 386"
has also beenpurchasedand received. The necessarysoftwarecomponentshave all been
purchasedor written.
Thereare two remainingstepsin the implementationof this system. The fin-stinvolves de-
buggingandrewriting partsof the control software. As is noted in Appendix C, the software
packageswere written in three different languagesand must be combined to make the sys-
tem operational. The secondstepis to accomplishthe interfacebetweenthe Zenith comput-
er and the other threecomponentsof the system(PRS, Sony,TraverseTable). This will re-
quirethepurchaseof cablesandserialinterfacecardsthathavenot yetbeenobtained.
All the componentsareexpectedto be assembledwith initial testing done by August
7, 1989. At that time, more precisetestingwill be done to enablethe systemto perform at
its peakaccuracyandmaximumrepeatability.
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT
OPERATION OF THE BKM FUEL INJECTION
SYSTEM FOR THE NASA ROTARY ENGINE
BY
JUDAH KOSTERMAN
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANT
ENGINES RESEARCH LABORATORY
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
EAST LANSING, MI 48824
For IC engines of any design, fuel injectors have several advantages over carbure-
tors. 1 In terms of engine performance, use of a fuel injector combines the elimination of pres-
sure losses and condensation at the throttle with an increase in cross-sectional area of the
intake manifold (no narrowing at the venturri) to produce increased volumetric efficiency.
This in turn produces increased power and torque. Since the fuel need not flow through a
manifold, the injection can take place near or at the combustion chamber, allowing for faster
acceleration and eliminating after-run from "stored" air/fuel mixture in a carburetor. Engine
starts are quicker and the possibility of flooding reduced since fuel atomization with an injec-
tor is independent of crank speed. Some operational problems associated with IC engines in-
volving carburetors can be reduced by use of fuel injection, namely throttle-plate icing, engine
knock, backfires, and hydrocarbon emissions. The use of fuel injection also allows for some
important design options. Since the distribution of the fuel is independent of vaporization and
does not require the addition of heat, the range of usable fuels expands to include those less
volatile and of a lower octane content than fuels usually used with carburetion. In addition,
since the air/fuel mix ratio with a fuel injector is basically independent of injector position, en-
gine motion, or operating temperature, the location of the injector is essentially unrestricted.
For the NASA rotary engine design, the injection will be directly into the combustion
chamber. Two additional advantages of the injector bear mentioning in this application: the
fuel spray will have a velocity field, allowing it to be directed towards a specific region of the
combustion chamber, and the fuel spray will be concentrated in that region, which will prove
beneficial for producing a more complete combustion in an asymmetric chamber.
Injecting the fuel directly into the combustion chamber is a significant design alteration
from conventional IC engines where the fuel is injected into an intake manifold. Thus conven-
tionally some air/fuel mixing occurs outside the combustion chamber and the fuel jet has the
distance of the intake manifold in which to atomize. Although the lack of a homogeneous
air/fuel mixture in the NASA rotary engine can in fact be beneficial, the restricted distance
the fuel jet travels (less than 10 cm) requires very rapid atomization. Atomization is
achieved through the decay of a high-velocity jet, which is produced in the fuel injector by ob-
taining a very high injection pressure. Due to the required pressure, an accumulator-type in-
jector which pressurizes the fuel before injection was chosen over a conventional fuel injector
which pressurizes the fuel as it is being injected. 2
The electronically-controlled BKM Servojet fuel injector and supply system currently
being tested is designed per NASA Contract No. NAS3-25166. 3 As it has been set up, the
injector is connected to a closed-loop constant-pressure (rail-pressure) fuel supply system.
The injector itself is composed of a supply port at the rail pressure, a solenoid-controlled 3-
way ball-poppet valve 4, a hydraulic "slave" valve of the same 3-way ball-poppet design,
spring-aided hydraulic intensifying pistons of area ratio 15:15, a vent port for the piston
chamber, a spring-aided ball-closure valve to supply the intensifier chamber, a spring-aided
check valve separating the intensifier and accumulator chambers, and a needle valve to con-
trol the flow of fuel through the apertures in the nozzle tip.
A simplified schematic diagram of the injector is shown on the next page. An injection event
proceedsas follows. Power to the solenoid is turnedon, "attracting" the baseof the sole-
noid-controlledvalve and causingthe ball at endH to move firmly againstits bushing. This
createsan open passagesuch that some fuel flowing in from the supply port A is diverted
along branchC, past the solenoid-valveball at end C, and - unable to flow past the ball at
end H - alongbranchD. This fuel flow appliesa pressureto the hydraulic slave valve, caus-
ing the ball at endD to move fmnly againstits bushing.With the hydraulic valve in thisposi-
tion, fuel flowing from A into branch B cannow flow around the slave-valveball at end B
and- unableto flow pasttheball at endD - into chamberE.
",,b_
,E_
,!
,I
M
Chamber E is of vari-
able volume and con-
sists of a short pas-
sage from the slave
valve to the chamber
containing the inten-
sifying pistons. And
any "space" created
above the low-pres-
sure (large) piston by
movement of the in-
tensifying pistons
away from their seat-
ing against passage
E. As the pressure
in chamber E builds,
it begins to force the
intensifying pistons
away from their seat,
which in turn com-
presses the spring in
chamber F. Chamber
F is also of variable
volume and is com-
posed of the "space"
below the low-pres-
sure (large) piston,
bounded at the bot-
tom by the body of
the intensifier, K.
The fuel in chamber F
is compressed as the
low-pressure piston
moves towards the
intensifier, creating a
flow through branch
G.
The fuel from chamber F flows into branch H and, all other pathways being blocked by
the solenoid valve, out of the vent port I. Simultaneously, the fuel in the intensifier chamber,
K, is also being compressed, creating a flow into branch J which keeps the ball-closure valve
along this branch closed, thus cutting off the intensifier from the fuel supply. As the intensify-
ing pistons continue the compressive stroke, there is an increasing pressure applied to side
K of the check valve which is held against its bushing by a pre-load of the spring in chamber
L. Once the pressure in the intensifier chamber, K, exceeds this spring force, the check valve
(a stepped collar free to slide along the pintle base) is forced open and fuel from the intensifi-
er, K, can flow into the accumulator, L. The compressive stroke will continue until the low
pressure piston has displaced the desired volume of fuel to be injected, assuming a 75-80%
volumetric efficiency. At this point, the springs in chambers F and L are at maximum com-
pression and the pressure in the intensifier/accumulator chamber is at its maximum.
When power to the solenoid is turned off, the base of the solenoid control valve is
"released" and the head-on stream pressure on the ball at end C forces this ball firmly
against its bushing. With the flow through branch C cut off, all flow from the supply A is di-
rected into branches B and J. The head-on stream pressure on end B of the slave valve forc-
es the ball at the B firmly against its bushing. An open passage is thus created such that fu-
el in chamber E can flow past the slave-valve ball at end D, past the solenoid valve ball at
end H and out through the vent port I. When this fuel from chamber E enters branch H, some
of it will flow through branch G and into chamber F. Simultaneously the flow from the supply
A will be directed entirely through branch J, forcing the ball-closure valve along this branch
open and creating a passage for fuel to flow into the intensifier, K. The combined effects of
the spring force in chamber F, a loss of pressure in chamber E, and increases in pressure in
chambers F and K produce a very rapid movement of the intensifying pistons back to their
seat. This rapid rise creates a pressure drop in chamber K. The combined effects of a loss of
pressure on side K of the check valve and the spring force on side L of the check valve force
this valve closed, thus separating the intensifier, K, and accumulator, L. Once the check
valve is re-seated the spring in chamber L (the needle valve spring) is back to its original
compression. There is, however, a "reaction force" that occurs such that the needle valve tip,
having been increasingly forced against its seat at M, rebounds from the sudden loss of com-
pression, causing the tip to lift from its seat M. This creates a passage for the high-pressure
fuel in the accumulator, L, to flow past the needle tip and out the apertures of the nozzle at
M. The fuel will continue to flow out until the pressure in chamber L drops below the pre-
load in the needle valve spring, at which point the needle valve closes, ending the injection
event. When the pressure in chamber K is equal to the pressure in branch J the ball-closure
valve in branch J shuts and the injector has completed a firing cycle.
The following diagrams show a schematic progression of an injection event. Note that
neither these diagrams nor that on the previous page are schematically exact - they are,
however, functionally correct and should be used only to aid in understanding "How the thing
works."
It should be noted that the physical set-up of the injector itself influences injector per-
formance. Both the spring in the piston chamber, F, and the spring in the accumulator, L, are
pre-loaded in compression. 6 The static deflection, Xo, of the spring in the piston chamber
with spring constant k 1 limits the net distance the pistons will travel, x. For a given rail
pressure, RP, the low pressure piston will travel at most a distance x such that k 1 (X o + X)
= RP. The static deflection of the spring in the accumulator, d, is approximately 10x the nee-
die lift during injection. 7 It is this deflection in combination with the spring constant, k 2,
which determines the residual pressure, PR, at which the needle valve will close; specifically,
PR = k'2d'8 (For our current set-up 3000 psi < PR < 4000 psi). 9 A given physical set-up al-
so fixes the cross-sectional area of the supply and vent ports and the area and configuration
of the apertures for injection. The discharge area has an effect on the rate of injection, name-
ly that as the area increases, injection duration decreases and vice versa. 1° In our set-up a
"Greerolator" (a bladder in a metal bottle) has been added to the supply line to dampen any
fuel surges. It has been found, however, that this addition can lead to timing instabilities. 11
Finally, the choice of fuel sets the density and viscosity at varying temperature and pressure
conditions.
The two major parameters affecting injector performance are rail pressure and energize
time. The rail pressure is specifically responsible for the functioning of the ball-closure valve
at J and limiting the maximum attainable pressure within the injector. The energize time con-
trols timing stability and can limit the compression stroke and injection duration. The pres-
sure attained within the accumulator, injection rate, mass of fuel delivered, and engine emis-
sions are influenced by a combination of energize time and rail pressure.
The rail pressure by itself acts as a limiting factor. The ball-closure valve at J opens
only when the pressure in branch J (the rail pressure modified by an area ratio) exceeds the
pressure in the intensifier, K. The maximum attainable pressure within the injector is deter-
mined by the rail pressure since the ratio of the areas of the intensifying pistons, 0, is fixed
and PMAX = O (RP).
The energize time by itself has effects which should be taken into account when adjust-
ing the functioning of the injector. Cycle to cycle timing stability is maximized by "fine tun-
ing" the energize time in calibration, t2 Since compression occurs only when the solenoid
valve is energized, the injector's compression stroke can be shortened by reducing the ener-
gize time 13 such that the low pressure piston doesn't travel its full distance (k(x + xo) #
RP). Likewise, at a given frequency the duration of injection can be reduced by increasing
the energize time since injection occurs only when the solenoid is de-energized.
The pressure attained within the accumulator, PA, is a function of both rail pressure
which is the starting pressure for compression and energize time which determines the
length of the compression stroke. The rate of injection is a function of PA coupled with the
physical factors of needle valve lift and discharge area. 14 To deliver a set amount of fuel, an
increase in PA decreases injection duration and vice versa. 15 The quantity of fuel injected is
controlled by PA, specifically, as PA increases the amount of fuel injected per unit of time in-
creases,and vice versa.16 An increasein PA wasalso found to decrease emission of smoke,
hydrocarbons, and NO x from a diesel engine. 17
The actual PA attained in the injector will reach 80-95% of its theoretical maximum
(0.80_(RP) < PA < 0.95¢(RP)) if the ratio of the accumulation time to the injection time is
much greater than one. :8 The details of injection termination are determined by the needle
seating velocity which is in turn dependent upon the decay of PA during the injection event. 19
The overall performance of the BKM injector far exceeds that of conventional fuel injec-
tors. A case in point is a trial run by BKM at 250rpm in which the average jet velocity was
10x that of a conventional fuel injector, producing a spray with much higher energy than could
normally be attained. 2° The performance of this injector is, however, complicated by the in-
terdependence of many factors, those which can be adjusted for our purposes (rail pressure
and energize time) and those physical constraints of the system set-up which must simply
be worked around.
One of the more troublesome physical constraints at present is the fit experienced be-
tween the needle valve and the nozzle tip. Appendix A details an analysis made of this fit
from prints provided by BKM. It was noted that the purchase date of our BKM injection sys-
tem preceded the release dates of the prints, necessitating some educated guessing.
The needle valve print (PN 606169) contained two sets of dimensions, a "-1" and a "-
2" version. From the release dates of the annotated prints, it is assumed that we have a "-
2" version. The critical dimensions are listed in Appendix A. From these dimensions we
see that the "-2" is longer than the "-1" and has a much blunter tip. Assuming that the
same nozzle tip was used with both valves, it was observed that the "-2" version mates
very poorly with the nozzle tip, fully "sealing" only the extreme end of the nozzle tip between
injections. From the machining instructions for the nozzle tip contained in PN 606451, it was
assumed that the positions of apertures in multiple-hole tips were drilled with respect to a
scribe mark on the nozzle tip. The location of this scribe mark is shown in Appendix A. This
would place some of the apertures in a region of the nozzle tip which is not sealed between
injections.
Evaluating the performance of the "-2" valve some problems come to light. The added
length over the "-1" version coupled with an absence of "guides" within the accumulator cavi-
ty 21 leads to a non-uniaxial retraction of the needle valve, allowing for some apertures to
"open" before others (non-simultaneous f'u'ings). The (assumed) failure of a full seal be-
tween injections could contribute to the phenomenon of trailing droplets. It is also possible
that the "-2" valve itself is compressed by the high-pressure fuel in the accumulator, contrib-
uting to poor fit and droplet formation 22, although this has not been substantiated. In conclu-
sion, the needle valve itself is probably the largest contributor to the non-uniformity of injec-
tion which we have observed.
FOOTNOTES
1EdwardF. Obert, Internal Combustion Engines and Air Pollution (Harper & Row. Publish-
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ABSTRACT
This study involves the develop-
ment of high speed flow visualization and
laser doppler velocimetry (LDV) sys-
tems which are used to study the fuel
spray-air mixing flow characteristics
within the combustion chamber of a mo-
tored rotary engine. A 40-watt copper
vapor laser is used as the light source.
Its beam is focused down to a sheet ap-
proximately 1 mm thick. The light plane
is passed through the combustion cham-
ber, which allows complete optical ac-
cess, and it illuminates smoke particles
which were entrained in the intake air.
The light scattered off the particles is re-
corded by a high speed rotating prism
camera. Movies are made showing the
air flow within the combustion chamber.
The results of a movie showing the devel-
opment of a high speed (100 Hz) high
pressure (68.94 MPa, 10000 psi) fuel jet
are also discussed. The visualization sys-
tern is synchronized so that a pulse gen-
erated by the camera triggers the laser's
thyratron. The camera is run at 5000
frames per second; the trigger drives one
laser pulse per frame.
THE AIq'RACTIVE FEATURES
of the stratified charge rotary engine have
been documented in previous reports and
are briefly reviewed here [1,2]. First, in
terms of fuel consumption and specific
weight, the rotary combustion engine
seems to fit between the small gas tur-
bine and the reciprocating piston engine.
The rotary engine's fuel economy is
slightly higher than that of the piston en-
gine; however, it is substantially better
than that of the simple small gas turbine.
In terms of power-to-weight ratio and
volume, the rotary engine has a higher
power density than that of the piston en-
gine and a poorer power density than that
of the turbine engine. The rotary engine
has two other important advantages: un-
0148-7191/89/0227-0331 $02.50
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tions discuss the progress to date in
bringing to operational status the equip-
ment necessary to develop this experi-
mental base and preliminary results of
the flow visualization, LDV, and fuel in-
jection studies.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ROTARY
ENGINE ASSEMBLY
The rotary engine is composed of a
Mazda 12A central housing ( generating
radius R= 105 mm and eccentricity e=
15ram) motored by a 7.5 kW (10 hp) con-
stant torque electric motor. The rotor con-
figuration has a Leading Deep Recess
(LDR), which provides a rotor recess
that is deeper on the leading side of the
homogeneously charged engine.
For the purpose of this work, the side
housings are modified to support adjust-
able air-tight window frames on the up-
per and lower sides, where four sapphire
windows are mounted. This provides op-
tical access for the laser doppler velocim-
etry measurements and flow visualization
as shown in Figure 1. The central housing
has also been modified by making a win-
dow through the perimeter of the housing
wall so that a laser sheet of light can
pass through. A plexiglas window is now
in use, and flow tests have been conduct-
ed at shaft speeds of 168 and 230 rpm. In
order to apply the visual study and avoid
deformation of the plexiglas window due
to high temperatures associated with the
high energy laser beam, discussions are
underway which involve fabrication of a
sapphire window for the central housing.
Finally, the rotor land of the rotor
has been removed to prevent the rotor
and the side housing from sticking togeth-
er. The land is a projection provided on
the side face of the rotor to define the po-
sition of contact between the rotor and
the side housing. It is generally located
on the inner side of the oil seal where suf-
ficient lubricating oil can be supplied in a
firing engine. The clearance between the
rotor land and the side housing is gener-
ally set at 0.1 - 0.2 mm.
AIR FLOW VISUALIZATION IN
THE MOTORED SCRE
FLOW VISUALIZATION SYS-
TEM - In a complementary approach to
the laser doppler velocimetry (LDV), the
flow fields within a rotary engine have
been photographed to integrate the quali-
tative visual observations with the quan-
titative measurements of the velocity in
the flow field. Unique visual techniques
and experimental methods were devised
to analyze the process and provide infor-
mation on flow patterns during the intake
and compression stroke within the rotary
engine. These methods are analogous to
work done for a piston cylinder assembly
by Regan et al. [7].
The flow visualization system de-
veloped for this study consists of a 40-
watt copper vapor laser, mirrors, cylindri-
cal lenses, a high speed camera, a syn-
chronization timing system and a particle
generator. A photograph of the visualiza-
tion system is displayed in Figure 2.
The copper vapor laser (CVL) is
very adequate for high speed visual tech-
niques. It is a gas discharge device of 40
watt average output power. It emits
short pulses at repetition rates of 5000
pulses per second (pps) and a pulse en-
ergy of 8 mJ in the green and yellow re-
gions of the visible spectrum, at wave-
lengths of 510 and 578 nm. The pulse
rate can vary between 4000-6000 pps for
efficient laser operation. The pulse width
890331
is approximately30 ns and pulsejitter is
3 ns. The model 451 copper laser main
componentsare a plasmatube, high volt-
age DC power supply and pulsed dis-
charge system (thyratron driver and
thyratron). The thyratrondriver is a high
voltage, high repetition pulse generator
which provides trigger pulses to the
thyratron. The driver can be operatedus-
ing the internal 5 kHz oscillatoror by ap-
plying the externalpulseto the trigger se-
lect.
The laserbeam(5.08 cm in diameter
and of Gaussianpower) is directed to-
ward the rotary engine by a set of three
circular mirrors 10.16 cm in diameter.
These mirrors together provide high-res-
olution angular control with coplanar-or-
thogonal adjustments. Two cylindrical
lenses 10.16 cm square,2.54 cm thick,
made of BK-7 optical quartz are used to
focus the beaminto a light sheetapproxi-
mately 1 mm thick. Their focal lengths
are332cm and80cm respectively.
A Nac E-10/EE 16 mm high speed
rotating prism camera which offers a su-
per fast f 2.5 optical system is used to
film flow imageson a Kodak film (7250
tungsten, ASA 400). The E-10/EE is
equipped with a trigger pulse generator
and optical pick-up to trigger the copper
laser at 5 kHz and synchronize action
with the film frame rate at 5000 frames
persecond(fps).
For the flow visualization, intake
air is seededusing smoke producedby a
generator. For the LDV measurements
light is scatteredby titanium dioxide par-
ticles which havebeenput in aerosolform
using a TSI model 3400 particle genera-
tor. A cyclone has been installed at the
outlet of the particle generator to remove
particles above 5 ktm in diameter.
An electronic timing system is used
to switch the thyratron driver from inter-
nal to external mode. In the external
mode the pulse generator of the camera
triggers the laser during the filming pro-
cess. At the end of the film the timing
control switches the laser back to the in-
ternal mode. Also, the synchronization
system will be used to control the opera-
tion of the solenoid valve for a preset
number of crank angles. A more detailed
description of the experimental setup and
the electronic timing system is given in
[7].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section a preliminary visual study
of the air flow field during the intake and
compression strokes in the rotary engine
will be presented at a shaft speed of 230
rpm and at film speed of 1700 fps. Intake
and exhaust pressures were at ambient
condition. A series of photographs have
been taken from the 16 mm movie in a se-
quential order and are shown to facilitate
understanding the air flow characteris-
tics. Rotor angle information was not
available for this series of tests.
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the flow
behavior during the early stage of the in-
take process. At this rotor location it is
noted that the fluid is entrained by the ve-
locity field induced by the rotor and mov-
ing inward toward the rotor pocket. This
fact is attributed to a low pressure domi-
nating the intake region. The effect of the
rotor position relative to the intake port
on the flow field is illustrated in Figures
3(c) and (d). These figures indicate
movement of the flow toward the bound-
ary of the rotor housing, and the forma-
tion of the counter flow vortices. This is
a consequence of the interaction between
the rotor and the entrained fluid. Also, an
890331 7
Figure 3 Flow pattem inside the rotary engine
during the intake at 230 rpm
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Machinery Resolver (Model 1998), a
counter type processor (Model 1990),
and Master Interface (Model 1998A), all
manufactured by TSI, Inc. The equipment
collects and processes the data coming
from the photomultiplier and sends the
velocity and position data to the IBM
PS/2 80, where it can be manipulated us-
ing the TSI Rotating Machinery Program
(RMP). This program allows the display
of velocity data with respect to encoder
position, or the data can be displayed in
histogram form at a specified encoder po-
sition. The current RMP program allows
the calculation of the ensemble averaged
measurement of the mean velocity and
the turbulence intensity. Other statistics
available are total number of points,
standard deviation, 3rd and 4th moments
about the mean, skewness, and flatness.
The program also allows the setting of
windows to avoid taking data when the
control volume is being blocked by a me-
chanical part.
The sapphire windows being used
to gain optical access to the chamber of
the rotary engine have caused concern
about future flow measurements. Sap-
phire possesses a single optic axis and
the ordinary and extraordinary rays with-
in the sapphire are each linearly polarized
[9]. The polarization rotations experi-
enced by the ordinary and extraordinary
rays within the material are determined
by the direction of the propagation of the
incident light, the direction of the optic ax-
is, and the direction of the normal to the
window surfaces. They are independent
of the polarization of the incident light.
Thus, it is possible to orient the polariza-
tion of an incident laser beam so that
within the sapphire its polarization direc-
tion is identical to the polarization direc-
tion of either the ordinary ray or the ex-
traordinary ray. For such a matching of
initial conditions, the light transmitted in-
to the sapphire will have 100 percent of
its amplitude fed into one of the two
modes and 0 percent of its amplitude fed
into the other of the two modes. Al-
though both modes of propagation within
the sapphire are mathematically and
physically allowed, the initial conditions
are arranged so that only one of them oc-
curs.
This system is in the final stages of
debugging. Data has been taken within
the motored RCE assembly. Figures
6(a) and (b) show the mean and RMS
velocity components u and v respectively,
for a rotor speed of 230 rpm, and a mea-
surement volume near the intake zone.
Figure 7 gives the location of the LDV
velocity measurement and the crank an-
gle coordinate systems used for the re-
suits presented.
Both plots, Figures 6(a) and (b), in-
dicate a high velocity during the early
stage of the intake (to - 90 deg) with a
drop in velocity as the intake process
progresses. The results are in general
agreement with what was seen in the
flow patterns during intake at the same
operating conditions. Figure 3(a) shows
the flow pattern during the early stage of
intake where the flow is dominated by
the rotor motion and the velocity is maxi-
mum. Figure 3(b) shows the flow chang-
ing direction and moving toward the rotor
pocket, due to a pressure gradient be-
tween the intake port and the leading
apex, which is accompanied by a drcrease
in velocity. This trend is shown in Figure
6(b), where the v-component of the ve-
locity decreases sharply near 140 deg.
Figures 3(c) and (d) show the induced
flow becoming laminar near the intake
port. Figure 6(b) indicates this behavior
as the v-component reaches a local maxi-
890331 11
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Figure 8 BKM servojet fuel injection system
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made. The fuel injector was operated at
100 Hz. The period from the start of one
injection event to the start of the next in-
jection event is thus 0.01 sec. During
this time 50 frames are exposed with the
high speed camera operating at 5000 Hz.
Figure 9 shows representative frames
from two 50 frame injection events. The
second event is designated with a ('). In
Figure 9(a) one sees a bright area near
the fuel injector which is the start of the
injection event on labeled time = 0.0 ms.
In the first frame of the two injection
events, shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(a'),
one also observes on the right hand side
the previous injection event. Here the
large particles are seen to follow the
cloud of more dense small particles. As-
suming that the scattered light is repre-
sentative of the fuel mass, one clearly
sees a difference in the structure and
mass of the fuel at the end of injection
event shown on the right hand side of
9(a) and 9(a') . Frames (b) through (g)
show the development of the fuel spray
with time. As the photographs use the
same scale, again substantial spatial
variations in the two injection events can
be observed. The major part of the injec-
tion event was found to take place in
about 1 ms. However, large fuel droplets
continued to flow from the injector during
the 9 ms immediately following the main
part of injection. This could lead to incom-
plete or late combustion, resulting in ex-
cessive emissions and poor performance.
Of particular relevance is the mass frac-
tion of fuel that these panicles represent.
Observation of Figure 9(b) shows that
while there is flow from all six nozzle
holes, these flows did not begin simulta-
neously. As about 8000 frames were ex-
amined, the phenomenon of non-simulta-
neous (all six holes at once) firings was
found to occur regularly. Throughout the
development of the jet it is apparent that
different physical phenomena are under-
way. An early estimate of the velocity of
the particle in this jet ranges from 75 to
150 m/s within the same jet. This poses
a serious question about the type of mod-
el which should be used to describe a fuel
spray. This nonconsistency is due in
some way to the mechanical phenomena
which occur in the mechanical parts of the
injector. Finally, from the film it is clear
that the 8 mj pulse of the copper vapor la-
ser will provide a properly exposed film.
The next major effort concerning fuel
spray flow visualizations will be to adapt
this system to visualize flows within the
rotary combustion engine.
SUMMARY
Flow visualization systems which
allow one to observe planar airflow pat-
terns and high speed fuel jets have been
demonstrated. The physical processes in-
volved with the formation of the roll-up
vortex during the compression will have
an important effect on the level of turbu-
lence in the combustion chamber of the
engine during the initial combustion peri-
od. This roll-up vortex has not been ob-
served numerically. Another result of this
study has been to identify the fuel injec-
tor as an important possible source of cy-
cle-to-cycle variability within the RCE.
This will have significant influence on op-
erational lean-limit of engines which use
this type of injection system. Also, those
who use numerical simulations to de-
scribe and predict the performance of I.C.
engines must develop models which are
representative of the physical character-
istics of the injector. Future work at the
MSU Engine Research Lab will integrate
LDV measurements with the flow visual-
ization described.
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Appendix C
LDV measurements are bound under a separate cover. The data includes:
U component of velocity for 9 locations
V component of velocity for 9 locations
Other statistical parameters: standard deviation, histogramsj
number of points per crank angle
Appendix D
SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT
USING A NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF A
ROTARY COMBUSTION ENGINE
JAC ALAMEDDINE
WILLY BIBERSTEIN
ARNIE MUSCAT
June 2, 1989
ME 422
Fire
SPBURN
IHTPRO
IRTPRO
FUELTP
PHISTA
ECCEN
ROTRAD
DEPTH
VFLANK
RPM
TIPO
TIPC
TEPO
TEPC
TSPARK
THIPO
THEPO
IPA
EPA
XBZERO
XBSTOP
TMAX
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM INPUT VARIABLES
.TRUE
.FALSE
.TRUE
3
1
1
Vat
1.542
10.64
7.711
64.07
Vat
-626.3
-229.5
208.7
610.5
-25.0
37.0
42.0
11.42
9.29
0.0003
0.995
21.0
Engine is firing
Engine is motored
True for MIT computer version
For heat transfere data
For heat transfere data
Indicates fuel is isoctane
OVERALL MASS EQUIVALENCE RATIO
Eccentricity
Rotor radius
Chamber depth
rotor pocket volume
ENGINE SPEED
Crank angle at which intake port opens
Crank angle at which intake port closes
Crank angle at which exhaust port opens
Crank angle at which exhaust port closes
Crank angle at which spark fires
Duration at which intake port is open
Duration at which exhaust port is open
Intake cross sectional area
Exhaust port cross sectional area
Arbitary, small value of burnt mass
Percentage of mass fuel burnt (near i)
Crank angle at which the max heat rate occurs
DQDTMX
PATM
TATM
PIM
TFRESH
TEGR
EGR
PEM
TROTI
TSIDE
THOUSI
CONHT
EXPHT
TPRINT
TPRNIX
AREROT
CIINTG
CCINTG
CBINTG
CEINTG
MXTRY
REL
MAXITS
0.029
1. 014
300.0
Var
315.37
300.0
0.0
1.3
300.0
436.48
436.48
0.0001
0.08
20.0
2.0
0.002
0.0001
0.0001
Max fuel heat release rate
Ambient pressure
Ambient temperature
INTAKE MANIFOLD PRESSURE
Temperature of fresh air
Temperature of recirculated exhaust gass
Percentage of recirculated exhaust gass
Exhaust manifold pressure
Rotor temperature
Side housing temperature
Trochoid housing temperature
The constant c
The constant exponent e
Interval between outputs to file ROTARY.OUT
Interval between filing combustion and
expansion
Error tolerance used in subroutine ODERT
Error tolerance used in subroutine ODERT
Error tolerance used in subroutine ODERT
0.00005 Error tolerance used in subroutine ODERT
0.0001
i0.0
0.002
Var
Error tolerance used in subroutine ODERT
Currently not used
Error tolerance used in subroutine ODERT
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
MAXERR
AREALK
CREVOL
TCREV
CON1
CON2
0.03
0.01
0.573
500.0
0.4
0.5
Max error in temp calculation of intake &
exhaust
Total leakage area per cylinder
Total crevice volume per cylinder
Estimated average crevice volume temperature
Constan_used to calibrate heat transfer rate
Constan_used to calibrate heat transfer rate
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ABSTRACT
A Computer program was designed to simulate bearing loads and
their contribution to friction for a Wankel rotary engine. A
useful result of this simulation is the ability to compare the
performance of a known engine with that of a new design. This
simulation will indicate how well
a new design will perform without having to build expensive
prototypes.
The loads imposed on the bearings will result from gas pressure
variations and also form inertia forces caused by the eccentric
rotation of the rotor itself. This report identifies methods used
to simplify and model these loads. Once these loads are
calculated, hydrodynamic lubrication can be used to ascertain
the friction loss in the bearings.
Reductions in engine friction can, improve engine thermal
efficiency and thereby reduce vehicle fuel consumption. The
results of this study have shown that with this computer
simulation, the design engineer can quickly vary the key
parameters associated with bearing design, and ultimately
attain a solution which minimizes friction loss.
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INTRODUCTION
The term ' performance' for an engine has many implications.
PmzJer,
fuel consumption reliability, weight, size, cost immediately come
to mind. Friction, in one way or another effects or is effected by
all of the above considerations. The study of friction in an
ei_ine is therefore an important design consideration from both
a design or a performance stand point.
This report and program, which calculates friction losses in
bearings, is part of a larger project to study the friction losses
in a rotary I.C. engine. The report deals with rotor and main
hydrodynamically lubricated bearings (plain bearings), and is not
applicable to rolling element bearings (roller or ball bearings).
This specific type of internal combustion engine has friction
created by the apex seals, main and rotor bearing, and
ancillitory losses. Although bearing friction accounts for a small
fraction of the overall friction consideration of an internal
combustion engine it should not be ignored completely in any
calculation. The context of this program is to estimate the
bearing friction of a rotary engine.
ANALYSIS
The program focuses on the output shaft, rotor, and there
bearings. For internal combustion engines to be operated overa
wide range of revolutions under severe load conditions, plain
bearings of babbit metal or aluminum alloy that use
hydrodynamic lubrication are generally used and this is the type
of bearing which our program estimates. The frictional force in
the bearings can be calculated using the following equation:
F=(2TT URL) / [(I +_)I/2c] + [(Ce W) / 2Rlsin ¢ (I).
t/
The typical range for these parameters can be found in appendix
A.
Test have shown that temperature rise in reliable bearing design
usually does not exceed 500 F, therefore, the viscosity of the oil
in the bearing can be estimated. Knowing the viscosity, the
bearing dimension, and the speed of the rotor we can calculate
the film thickness.
h={_AU)/F (2).
With this fluid film thickness the eccentricity ratio can be
calculated:
e = (C - h) / C (3).
All the parameters
After studying an
attitude angle .
25% of the radial
calculate eccentricity
calculate friction {F).
lubricated contacts:
EQ_!'' h=uAU/F
can be seen on figure I.
orbital diagram we were
Initially film thickness (h)
clearance (C) and this
ratio (e) which was
Then the equation
able to assume an
was estimated as
was used in egs (2) to
then used in eqs (I) to
for hydrodynamically
to give the film thickness. An iterative process was then
implemented to get values of friction (F) and film thickness (h)
within I% of the previous values.
The analysis of the frictional
bearings will remain the
(hydrodynamic lubrication),the
different. To get the average
for a given horsepower and rpm
first added. The torque was then
(4).
effects of the rotor and main
same due to similar design
loading analysis, however will be
gas loading on the rotor bearing
the annihilatory forces were
calculated from the formula:
33,,0o0
T = (hp -_3-3-r00-) / (2 "if rpm)
Now the ave gas load on the rotor bearing can be calculated by
dividing the torque by the crank radius (R) of the output shaft.
To get the total load on the rotor bearing the magnitude of the
resultant of the average gas loading and inertial loading was
calculated. The only inertial load on the rotor bearing large
enough to be of consequence can be obtained from the equation:
Fi = M R (w) 2
Because the analysis is using an
load only the magnitude of the
/'Z -- (-/¢P ._.
assumed @ and an average gas
resultant force is of importance.
Since the rotary engine gas no reciprocating motion, only
rotational, the inertial forces at the main bearings can be
counterbalanced completely. Therefore, the only loading on the
main bearing will be due to the average gas load.
PROCEDURE
The steps for the procedure were as follows:
I) Enter input parameters
a) combined weight of rotor, oil, and seals.
b) crank radius_{-l-}
c) viscosity of oil _/_._z)
d) rotor journal diameter _c_/_)
e) main journal diameter_/-4)
f) axial length of main bearings(4f)
g) axial length of main bearings(÷t}
h) radial clearance of rotor bearing(f-_J
i) radial clearance of main bearing (H)
j) assumed attitude angle {'dc_-e,.s)
('/b. ,.,-,_ s s._
2) Enter desired input, horsepower and revolutions per minute,
of engine.
Typical values that are used in this report are in appendix B.
S_,.p A_,r,7...£ ),',-c.,(='_J,a-o
30 e-,_. o.'/
"'¢.e.w
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The results of our simulation include the wide open throttle and
75% _ operation of a 537cc twin rotary engine of which
we took 50% of the total power output to determine the
frictional horsepower losses in the main and rotor bearings. The
results of these simulations are shown in table I.
• _ I_._. q,3 j. //,,ss,_, "
a) l(x:_ ] _o5 - 47
/
-- i ..................
sooo 57 -_5
e_- ,,_,\/ e_,.,.,.O_)'r (,_,}
I,'/S
33 .--_ I. Z5 3.7"Y
t, _sq
, _Io7
i ...........
7.._ /y- --_
,f'_,_/c_ /_,_,_,
• O,41
I ,q¢3
I,(,7 _ {.,81 ,_%&
i-
I,_IZ 1. _,17 ,55Z
_ -._S_., _._- i ._8_
1
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DISCUSSION
This computer program does have a limitation. It only considers
a one rotor, two main bearing rotary engine. However,
techniques associated with this computer program can be used
for multiple rotors and main bearings. In this case the
horsepower can be divided by the number of bearings.
It can be observed from the results that the first term in the
friction equation (EQ. ),is dominant. This means the shaft
speed is more influential than horsepower.
The design parameters that were taken into consideration, and
can be varied to obtain various results include:
I) Bearing Size
a) diameter
b) axial length
2) Clearance
3) Viscosity
7
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this
study and numerous simulation runs.
I) Engine speed is dominant over horsepower on frictional
losses.
2) Friction loss increases with increasing speed and
horsepower.
3) Friction increases as bearing size increases.
4) Friction increases with increasing viscosity.
5) Friction increases as radial clearance decreases.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper was to review ancillary
components of a rotary engine in a small aircraft
application.
The starting and generating system has demonstrated that
benefits in weight, size and performance may be obtained
through a total system approach. The types of information
required and methods of analysis to design an optimal system
is also described in this paper.
Air cooling versus liquid cooling of the engine was also
investigated. Studies have shown that liquid cooling offers
far more advantages and benefits.
Oil pump performance is discussed through a theoretical
analysis. The investigator found that a trochoidal gear pump
needs less driving force_than that of the internal gear pump.
Large rotor diameter, high/pump rotation speed, and fluid
\
__c_ere shown to hav_ adverse effects on the pumping
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NOMENCLATURE
b
BHP
BSFC
• o
E
Emp
El,E2
FS
FB
GPM
I
Imp
Isc
Lt
Lf
LM
LS
LB
n
P
PM
= face width, m
= brake horsepower
.,, brake specific fuel consumption
= no load voltage
= terminal voltage at starter
= maximum terminaIvoltage
= length of action of each gear
= vertical load per unit profile, kg/m
,. vertical load applied to bearing, kg
= gallons per minute
= load current
= load current at which max. power occurs
= no voltage current
= total driving force, kw
= fluid friction loss, kw
= mechanical friction loss due to rotor thrust, kw
= intermeshing friction loss, kw
= bearing unit friction loss, kw
= rotation frequency of oil pump shaft, rpm
= oil pump discharge pressure, kPa
= thrust load applied to rotor, kPa
Page
NOMENCLATURE (contlnued)
Qt
Oo
Qb
QI
r
R e
RPM
S
To 1,T°2
Tc
TB
Zl ,Z 2
o01,o>2
_M
P.S,PB
= oil pump theoretical discharge rate (swept volume), m3/sec
= oil circulation flow rate, m3/sec
= oil relief flow rate, m3/sec
= oil leak flow rate, m3/sec
= radius of each rotor, m
effective internal resistance
= revolutions perminute
= difference between the maximum and minimum areas of
tooth profiles, m2
= moment of fluid friction on inner and outer surface of rotor
= moment of fluid friction working on outer rotor end surface
= moment of friction at bearing unit, N.m
= respective number of teeth of inner and outer rotors
= angular velocities of inner and outer rotors, rad/sec
= coefficient of fluid friction
coefficient of friction at rotor towards thrust direction
= coefficients of frictions at tooth profile and bearing
= pressure angle of each gear
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INTRODUCTION
For well over 40 years, general aviation aircraft have depended
almost entirely upon the air cooled horizontally opposed piston engine
as the primary means of propulsion. Although a dependable powerplant,
this type of engine has seen little change over nearly half a century of
usage. To meet the challenge of future general aviation requirements, a
new liquid cooled aircraft rotary'engine has been developed. This
engine provides improved cooling, reduced cooling drag, lower fuel
consumption, better wear characteristics, longer life and higher
J
altitude capability.
This paper will discuss the ancillary components and the effects
these components have upon the aircraft rotary engine, Typical effects
such as energy losses are shown for a typical automotive system (see
Figure C-I). When designing an efficient engine system, one must
minimize the energy losses attributed to the ancillaries to maximize
performance. The following ancillary components will be considered
during the design stages:
.
2.
3.
Electrical System (starter and alternator)
Cooling System (radiator and water pump)
Pumping Systems (oil pump and fuel pump).
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DISCUSSION
When designing a vehicle, one must consider the cooling system.
This is obvious for several reasons: the vehicle must be able to operate
in various atmospheric and service conditions without the temperature of
coolant rising too high or too low,Feither of which would havethe
adverse effects on the engine.1
In addition to this functional aspect, however, energy and
ecological factors are also becoming more important with the passing of
time. When refering to the power absorbed by the cooling system, one
should keep in mind that the intake of outside air for cooling purposes
has a negative effect on the energy balance of the vehicle.
Unfortunately, the optimum design of an engine cooling system is
very difficult to achieve. The critical factor is the air circuit,
because it is not possible to accurately predict its behaviour. The
geometry of the system is often very complex as a result of different
requirements such as size restrictions and cost factors. It is
difficult to forecast the value of air flow parameters, such as system
resistance, and aerodynamic efficiency of the air intake.
The Voyager engine development program has shown that it is
possible to provide a liquid cooled engine with a dry weight equal to
the dry weight of a comparable air cooled engine. A weight difference
arises due only to the bulk coolant volume; specific weight of 60/40
ethylene glycol is 9 Ibs/Gal at 60"F. However, this additional weight
can be negated or minimized with reduced cooling drag. A well designed
coolant to air heat exchanger, which is a more efficient heat transfer
device than the finned multi-cylinder air cooled engine, requires
substantially less cooling airflow. 8
Liquid cooling was chosen because as the power output of an engine
increases, air cooling becomes more difficult and the percentage of
useful power that shows up as cooling power (or as parasitic drag)
increases significantly. Efficient liquid cooling can result in roughly
half the cooling loss of current air cooled reciprocating engines and
also provide low metal temperatures in the highest heat zones. The
liquid cooled engine can operate in an aircraft at the same specific
fuel consumption figures that can be demonstrated on a test stand,
whereas air cooled engines generally require a richer mixture to keep
head temperatures to acceptable levels under coollng-limited power
conditions, i0
A significant factor that allows the liquid cooled engine to be a
weight competitive option is the brazed aluminum plate/fln type heat
exchangers. Liquid cooling alone does not provide improved fuel
consumption; however, it does allow engine refinements previously not
possible with air cooling.
A reduction in fuel consumption is made possible during takeoff and
climb operation. Most air cooled engines are rated at a mixture
strength richer than best power mixture in order to provide a fuel
cooling effect during the low speed takeoff and climb. It is not
uncommon to encounter a .700 BSFC on the larger air cooled turbocharged
engines. The typical turbocharged air cooled engine would overheat at a
best power fuel/air ratio during takeoff and climb. Liquid cooling
allows the engine to be rated at best power mixture since the cylinder
assembly is designed to cool adequately under these conditions with
proper sizing of the liquid to air heat exchanger. 8
The conventional air cooled engine is well knownfor its cooling
anomalies. Many engines have a large temperature variance between
individual cylinder heads. Non-uniform cooling airflow distribution
within the engine compartment and the leakage associated with
intercylinder and perimeter baffles are contributing factors. It is
also difficult to achieve uniform cooling around the circumference of
the head and barrel using the. typical sheet metal baffles.
Most automotive cooling systems utilize a series coolant flow circuit.
Typical of these systems, coolant enters the block and flows first
around the base of each cylinder before being directed to the cylinder
head area. This approach tends to over cool the cooler bottom end and
under cool the hotter head area with the cylinder heads increasing in
temperature along the path as the coolant temperature rises. It is
suggested that the rotary coolant be piped parallel to the drive shaft,
this will enhance even temperatures.
Furthermore, the cylinder head metal temperatures may run hotter
than when using a liquid cooled design. With more uniform temperature
distributions, an engine will experience less distortion and better
material strengths which result in lower wear rate and longer engine
life. By designing an engine using liquid cooling, the engine
manufacturer is able to effectively maintain control the engine
temperature over its life span.
Significant reductions in cooling drag are also possible with the
liquid cooled engine. Comparitive analysis indicates that a 30-50%
reduction in cooling air massflow is possible for the higher output
engines using a well designed and properly installed liquid to air heat
exchanger. The lower cooling drag will yield higher aircraft flight
speeds or reduced fuel consumption for fixed flight speeds. For
example, a 50% reduction in cooling airflow equates to a 2-3% increase
in forward speed or optionally a 7-10% decrease in BSFC and BHP
required, assuming cooling drag at 15-20% of total aircraft drag. With
the more uniform cylinder cooling, cooler combustion chamber
temperatures, absence of cooling anomalies, and better wear
characteristics, significant improvements in engine durability are now
attainable. These improvements result in a more reliable, highly
efficient engine with longer engine life and reduced
operating/maintenance costs. In addition, performance and operational
advantages such as reduced fuel consumption, increased power output, and
reduced cooling drag contribute to provide an advanced aircraft engine
concept capable of meeting the challenges of future general aviation
requirements. 8
ANALYSIS
Internal combustion engine heat
evaluated
follows_
on the basis of three
rejection characteristics are best
qualitative parameters defined as
1. Percent of available fuel energy lost to cooling.
2. Heat lost to coolant and oil as a percentage of engine
BHPoutput.
3. Specific heat loss defined as ratio of cooling heat
load to engine BHP(BTU/Min/BHP).
Naturally aspirated liquid
reject 20-25%of available fuel
performance automotive engines dissipate as little
power. Typical specific heat rejection values for
vary from 30-40 BTU/Min/BHP depending upon output. 8
cooled automotive gasoline typically
energy to cooling. The best high
as 16% at maximum
automobile engines
With the preceding
engines and liquid cooled
predictions concerning the
aircraft (eg. Cessna, Fig.
background discussion in automotive rotary
aircraft engines, we are now able to make
aircraft rotary engine. We will examine an
C-1 ) powered by an RC2-60 rotary engine.
This spark ignited carbureted gasoline engine is rated at 185 hp with a
moderate sized two-barrel carbureter; is 18 inches long; and weighs 237
lb. A photograph of the engine is shown in Fig. C-2, and representative
full throttle performance data are given in Fig. C-3. 10
..-. I
F_g. C-1 Cessna Cardinal airplane with
RC2-60 :ngine double prod speed reduction
Fig. C-2 RC2-60 engine
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Assuming a crankshaft speed of 4000 RPM, we have an engine power
output of 160 HP. If 25% of this power is lost to cooling, then 40 HP or
30.4 kW of power must be dissipated.
temperature is a balance between the
be dissipated.
The Fig. C-4 shows that the water
dissipative power and the power to
OISIIPATIVI PQWKR POWIN ?0 |l O|SSIPAT|O
Fig. C-4 The water temperature is a balance between the
dissipative power and the power to be dissipated
/The "PoweP//_o be Dissipated" is the power supplied to the water by
/
the engine whlch depends on the engine load and rpm. The Fig. C-5 shows
the results of measurements taken on an engine equipped with a
calorimeter. With the RC2-60 operating at 4000 RPM, approximately 30 kW
are supplied to the water.
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The "Dissipative Pow_" is the power dissipated by the radiator in
/
/
driving conditions which varies with radiator operation. The radiator
is not an isolated component\and its operation directly depends on the
water and air systems. With the above assumed value of 30 kW for the
dissipative power, we now must assume a pressure drop for the airplane
at the corresponding air speed. A minimum pressure drop of 45 PSIA
(310 Pa) is required to prevent boiling and cavitation. Therefore, with
Fig. C-6 as a reference, a water flow rate of 1800 I/h is required.
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The water pump characteristics and hydraulic load losses of the
water system components have to be taken into account. This results in
a water pressure/water flow curve representing a dummy water pump
located ay the edges of the radiator. The water flow in the radiator
will result from the way the dummy water pump and the radiator are
matched. The Fig. C-7 shows the chacteristics pressure/flow rate.
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Fig. C-7 Characteristics pressure/flow rate
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A comparable aircraft engine is the Voyager 300 (IOL-300). This
liquid cooled six cylinder 300 cubic inch engine is capable of being
rated at 170-190 BHP at 2700-3000 RPM. Figure C-8 presents heat
rejection rates for the IOL-300 engine at best power mixture in terms of
specific heat loss and percent of available fuel energy lost to cooling
as a function of 8HP and engine speed.
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IOL300 Percent Energy to Cooling
The maximumoperating coolant temperature into the engine is 250'F
with a 20'F rise across the engine at maximumpower. By designing for a
high coolant temperature rise, the coolant flowrate is reduce_which
t/)
minimizes pumppower and size. The high coolant bulk temperature serves
to lower heat rejection
weight. Coolant flowrate
with the 20'F rise.
The effect of higher coolant
40'F increase from 250'F to 290'F
heat loss which would reduce the
exchanger. Although the engine
which helps minimize heat exchanger size and
for the (IOL-300) at maximumpower is 20 GPM
temperature is clearly
offers a potential 10%
size of the coolant
thermal loading, and
apparent. A
reduction in
to air heat
heat loss
characteristics were evaluated with 290'F coolant, the maximum allowable
inlet temperature to the engine is restricted to 250'F. This decision
was made in consideration of the lack of test experience at the elevated
temperature and the potential problems associated with the higher
pressures (45 PSIA minimum) required to prevent boiling and cavitation. 8
The RC2-60rotary engine and the IOL-300 piston engine may be
comparedin relative terms. Both engines have comparable power outputs,
and therefore comparable power is needed for dissipation. Onewould
assumethe cooling systems would be interchangable. Once again refering
to Fig. C-8, we notice that at 180 BHPthe IOL-300 has only 13%of the
fuel energy lost to cooling. For the rotary RC2-60, we assumeda 25%
energy loss to cooling. This difference originates from the engines
themselves; the IOL-300 generates 180 BHP at 3000 RPM,while the RC2-60
requires a crankshaft speed of 5000 RPMto reach comparable horsepower
output. Therefore, as expected, the energy losses are greater at higher
engine speeds.
ANALYSIS ON DRIVING FORCES OF OIL PUMPS
A number of efforts to reduce friction losses in automobile, aircraft,
and other engines have been made in order to save energy in recent years.
Researchers have been and will continue to do extensive research on all
components of an engine which require power to operate and therefore
incur losses due to the lack of 100 % efficiency. As a part of such efforts,
investigation and analysis have been done on oil pump driving forces. One
such analysis was performed in 1986 and documented in SAE Paper number
860230 entitled "Analysis on Driving Forces of Oil Pumps for Internal
Combustion Engines". The following analysis is an excerpt from the paper
and is presented as follows:
Oil pump driving forces can themselves be broken down into a variety
of sub-categories as seen in Figure PI. They consist of the following:
1) Mechanical friction loss
2) Work lost as a result of oil leakage
3) Fluid friction loss
4) Work to compress the oil
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ANALYSIS (continued)
Oil pumps used in the analysis and used in the experiment were
internal gear type and trochoidal gear type pumps, both of which are
commonly used in today's aircraft and automobiles. See Figure P2.
FIGURE P2
OIL PUMP DRIVING FORCES:
The total driving force of such an oil pump consists of the following
components:
Lt = PQt + Lf + L M + L s + L B (1)
where Lt is the total driving force, P is the oil pump discharge pressure,
Qt is the oil pump theoretical discharge rate, Lf is the fluid friction loss,
LM is the mechanical friction loss due to rotor thrust, L S is the
intermeshing friction loss, and L B is the bearing unit friction loss.
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ANALYSIS (continued)
The theoretical discharge rate may be expressed as follows:
Qt = SbZ ln/60 (2)
where S is the difference between the maximum and minimum area of tooth
profiles, b is the face width, Z 1 is the number of teeth on the inner rotor,
and n is the rotation frequency of the oil pump shaft.
OIL PUMP WORK AND LEAKAGE LOSS:
The quantities Go, Qb, and QI make up the total oil pump flow rate, as
shown in Figure P3. The theoretical discharge rate is expressed by the sum
of these components as given below:
Qt =Qo + Qb + QI (3)
where Qo is the oil circulation flow rate, Qb is the oil relief flow rate, and
QI is the oil leak flow rate.
The theoretical amount of oil pump work is, therefore, expressed as
follows:
PQt = P(Qo + Qb + QI)
= PSbZ ln/60 • (4)
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ANALYSIS (continued)
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Oil pump assumed in the geometry
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FIGURE P4
FLUID FRICTION LOSS:
Assuming that the geometry of the oil pump is of disc shape as shown
in Figure P4, the following equation may be written:
Lf = 2(To I 0)1 + To2m2) + Tco) 2 (s)
where To I and To 2 are the moments of fluid friction working on the inner
and outer rotor side surfaces, mI and _ are the angular velocities of the
inner and outer rotors, and Tc is the moment of fluid friction working on
outer rotor end surface.
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ANALYSIS (continued)
Assuming now that the fluid friction force on the rotor surface is _ f:
_f = _r2o)2/2 (6)
where _ is the coefficient of fluid friction and r is the radius of each rotor.
Thus, it can be determined through further calculation,
To I = 2_rdrdr
To I = 1/5_¥_co12(rl 5- r05 ) (7)
To 2 = 2_rdrdr
To 2 = 1/5 _ _/_ 0)22 ( r25 - r15 ) (8)
Tc = 2_r 2d(r=r2) br 2
Tc = _t;(o22r24b
And therefore,
(02 = 001 Zl/Z 2
co =_n/30
(9)
(10)
Lf =
Namely, the total fluid friction loss is given by the following:
_ t; o)13 (.4 (Zl/Z2)3 (r25 -r15 ) + .4(r15 -r05 )
+ (Z1/Z2)3 r24 b ) 8 (11)
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ANALYSIS (continued)
MECHANICAL FRICTION LOSS CAUSED BY ROTOR THRUST:
The mechanical friction loss due to rotor thrust (LM) is given asl
L M = (TMlO_I + TM2O_2) (12)
,_,_,Vhere, TM1 = il MrPM2_rdr
= 2/3 _ I_M PM ( r13 .r03 ) (13)
TM2 = 1_MrpM2_rdr
= 2/3 _ I_M PM ( r23 "r13) . (14)
Now we can assume that PM is proportional to the pump discharge
pressure P, such that PM = B P. Therefore, we have the following:
Lf = 2/3 _ I_M B P ¢o1(( r13 -ro3 ) + (Z1/Z2) ( r23 - r13)), (15)
CALCULATION OF MESHING AND BEARING FRICTION LOSS:
The meshing friction loss for the internal gear is/
LS = l_S OOlZl (1/rl "1/r2) (E12 + E22) FS b / cos o_ (16)
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ANALYSIS (continued)
The bearing friction loss for the internal gear is derived from the
following:
LB = mI T B
TB = PB FB ro ,
Thus, LB = ml ro FB PB (17)
CALCULATION OF TOTAL DRIVING FORCE, Lt:
Putting together all of the above equations and calculating, a very
complicated expression can be derived for the total driving force, Lt.
Lt = (n/60) (SbZ 1P + 3/4 _2 B P i_M ((r 13 .r03 )
+ (Zl/Z 2) (r23 -r13)) + 2 _ (11S FS Z 1 b/cos a(E12 +E22)
(1/rl -1/r2) + I_B FB ro)) + 8 _4 _ (n/60)3 (2/5 (Z1/Z2)
(r25 - r15) + 2/5 (r15 - r05 ) + (Z1/Z2)3 r24 b) • (18)
The above equations give a very accurate theoretical analysis of the
friction, bearing, meshing losses, and total driving forces required to
power an oil pump used in automobile and aircraft applications. To test the
accuracy of the equations, various tests were performed on four different
oil pumps. The characteristics of each pump are provided in Table T1. A
series of 4 tests were done, measurements were taken, and then all data
was compared to the theoretical values obtained using Eq. 18.
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ANALYSIS (continued)
TEST RESULTS:
A summary of results using test pump number I is given in Figure P5.
In Figure P5, the curve of (1) represents the total driving force, where both
the outer and inner rotors were pushed completely against one side - that
is, B = 1.0, the curve of (2) shows the test results for nearly the same
condition. In performing the experiment, oil grooves were provided at
both sides of the outer and inner rotors, so that the value of B would
become smaller. As a result of this, the value of B was later determined to
be .5. The curve of (3) represents the amount of work determined by the
test results of oil pump discharge pressure and rate, while the curve of (4)
represents the driving work, where the discharge pressure is determined by
the measured value, and the discharge rate is determined by the sweep flow
rate (Qt). The curve of (5) represents the meshing friction loss. As is
determined from the graph, the driving work requires the most force and
the meshing friction losses are the least significant.
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ANALYSIS (continued)
In analyzing the results of the experiment and making final
determinations, the bearing friction loss is ignored since it was found to
be 1% or less of the total driving force. From the previously listed results
and findings, Lf, L M and LS may be determined by calculation. Figure P6
shows the results of the calculation.
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ANALYSIS ON FLUID FRICTION LOSS:
To determine the fluid friction loss for the oil pump, the following
equations are obtained by substituting corresponding values into Eq. (11 ).
\
Lf = 0.100(n/103) 3 _ ® (19)
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ANALYSIS (continued)
From Figure P6, we can determine:
Lf = 0.0055 (n/103) 2.5 (20)
And according to Eq. (19) and (20):
= 0.055 (n/103) "0.5 o (21)
The coefficient of fluid friction obtained by Eq. (21) is appropriate
assuming that it is the flow passing through the clearance between the
rotor and the casing and housing. This assumption must be made to assure
adequate values. In order to account for turbulent effects of the oil
flowing through different parts of the oil pump, extremely complicated
analysis would be required.
Next, a value of the thrust mechanical friction loss is obtained. By
substituting related values into Equation (15) and taking the required
values off of the Figure P6, a new equation for the coefficient of friction
P.M is developed:
I_M = 0.011 (n/103) 0.46 (22)
i_M has the characteristic to increase generally in proportion to the
increase of n 0.5 at the Hydrodynamic Region seen on any Stribeck diagram.
Therefore the result of calculation by Eq. (12) is appropriate.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF OIL PUMP ANALYSIS
Figure P7 shows the comparison between measured values obtained by
Tests No. 1 through No. 4, and theoretical values calculated by substituting
corresponding values of specified dimensions given in Table_l and
calculate_Jsing the various equations derived in the given analysis.
Obviously, the comparison reveals that the theoretical and experimental
results agree very well with each other. Thus, through the given procedure,
a fairly a.ccurate determination can be made as to the losses incurred in a
given pump design. Given this knowledge, engineers will be able to design
and develop more inexpensive and efficient oil pumps to enable the rotary
engines of future aircraft to be much more effective.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (continued)
From the preceding analysis the following may be said concerning the
performance of the oil pump:
..... It was found from the study that the pumping efficiency may be
improved for a given flow rate if the rotor width is increased while the
rotor radius and the rotation speed are reduced.
..... The effect of the rotor diameter on the pumping efficiency is
great, which is indicated by the relationship of r5 for the fluid friction
loss, and r3 for the thrust friction loss.
..... The effect of the pump rotation speed (engine speed) is n2.5 for
the fluid friction loss, n1.86 for the thrust friction loss, and nearly linear
with with speed for the other variables.
..... Since effect of oil viscosity is included in the coefficient of
fluid friction, etc., variations in oil temperature and properties are
evidenced as variations of respective coefficients of individual friction
losses.
..... The total driving force of the internal gear pump is greater
than that of the trochoidal gear pump. The fluid friction loss accounts for
the highest rate, followed by the thrust friction loss. This is due to the
large rotor diameter with the thin gear width.
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A BRIEF FUEL PUMP ANALYSIS
In the past, most automotive electronic fuel pumps were controlled to
turn on or off due to a mechanical relay. At least for this document, the
same method is assumed to have been used for aircraft applications.
Nevertheless, to keep up with the increasing power of engines, the output
capacity of fuel pumps had to be increased. This resulted in higher electric
power consumption and louder operating noise. To solve these problems
over the years, Nissan Motor Company has developed a fuel pump driving
voltage control system. The controlled average voltage to the fuel pump is
determined by the control module according to the fuel consumption, the
required amount of return fuel, and the temperature of the fuel supply
units. The computer in the control module calculates the control duty ratio
from engine revolution speed and the load condition from the crank-angle
sensor and air flow sensor signals, along with other variables in the engine.
The controlled voltage of the fuel pump changes basically in accordance
with engine revolution speed (N) and injection pulse width TI, and is
proportional to the engine load as shown in Figure P8. The fuel pump
driving voltage control saves 40% of the electric power and reduces the
noise from pump rotation by 5dB-A.
It must be noted, however, that this control system does not directly
apply to our application of a rotary engine used on a small aircraft.
However, with only a few modifications to the described system, a new
control system could be easily developed to maximize the fuel pump
efficiency of an electronic fuel pump used on a rotary engine in a small
aircraft.
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components of Charging and Starting Systems
The electrical system of light aircrafts has developed
from a magneto or a pair of magnetos. Today it is not
uncommon for electrical and electronics equipment to cost up
to half as much as the basic cost of the airplane. The
devices that supply electric energy to this are costly and
highly important are therefore equally important to the
airplane. In light commercial airplanes, the primary electric
energy source is the engine d-c generator , or more recently
the self-rectifying alternator. The lead-acid storage battery
can no longer be considered a source of abundant electric
energy. (i)
Voltage _ ..Engine
regulator__
<__ Starter
Alternator _, '
Better,/
Components of charging and
starting systems
Components of Charging and Starting Systems
The charging and starting systems are made up of an
alternator, starter, battery and related components, and are
all mounted around the external part of the engine.
The charging system is centered around the engine, and is
composed of the alternator, voltage regulator ( to be
referred hereinafter as the "regulator" ), and the battery.
To begin with the components of the charging system, the
alternator is driven by the engine through the use of a belt,
and it's rotational energy is converted to electrical energy.
The electrical power that is generated in this manner is
supplied to electrical load components such as the ignition
system, lighting, air conditioner clutches, and is also used
to charge the battery.
The regulator regulates the voltage generated by the
alternator in such a way that the voltage applied to
electrical load and the battery will remain at their optimal
levels.
To move the starting system, the starter is connected
to the battery by electrical wiring and receives a large
supply of current from the battery in a short period of time,
then converts this current to a rotational torque. This
rotational torque is converted into a large amount of initial
breakaway torque and transmitted to the engine by the starter
081GINAL. PAGE IS
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pinion a_d the engine ring gear (flywheel), where it
generates the rotations necessary to start the engine.
PerformQce Requirements of the Charging Components
Ideally, alternator output should be higher than the
electrical load throughout the entire range of engine speeds.
To accon_plish this, it is necessary to give the alternator an
extremel_ large capacity, and to increase load applied to the
engine as well.
Generally speaking, the approach has been to select an
alternator capacity that will allow a balance output and load
at a given engine speed. At speeds below this balance point
the insufficiency in alternator output is made up for by
contributions from the battery to loads. At speeds above the
balance point, the alternator contributes current to the load
as well as providing charge to the battery. Selection of the
speed atwhich this balance is to be obtained is largely
dependent on the type of power requirements of the particular
system.
The electrical load of the airplane, however, increases
each year, due to the factors such as improvement of "fly-
ability", the increasing of comfort and new conveniences of
the airplane. In addition, their has been an increase in the
demand for alternators which are both smaller and lighter
in weight, and it has been necessary to devise ways by which
both of these conflicting demands could be met.
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Performance Requirements of the Starting System
Engine cranking torque is generated from friction
resistance in the engine sliding parts, oil viscosity,
compression pressure and other factors. At low temperatures,
it is increased by increases in oil viscosity. On the one
hand, engine cranking speed is determined by the balance
achieved between engine cranking torque and the torque that
is obtained from the combination of starter and battery. For
this reason, the major performance requirement of the
starting system components is the obtaining of a cranking
speed at low temperatures sufficient to fire the engine. The
engine speed requirement at this time is influenced by the
factors such as engine ignition performance, properly
adjusted fuel intake, i.e., a well tuned engine.
These factors mean that the improvement of system
performance balance is a basic requirement for starting
system components, and that reduction in size and weight is
tied to improving the performance of the starter and
improving the discharge characteristics of the battery.
The purpose of the following section is to analyze the
performance characteristics of batteries along with those of
starters and alternators.
Batteries _ ORIGINAL PAGE iS
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Most aircraft using electrical engine_tarting systems
/
utilize on-board nickel-cadmium batteries as a power source
/
in order to avoid dependence upon ground service and thereby
increase the aircraft's usage to i_'_j operator. This is
particularly significant to the owners of aircraft/who find
it necessary to operate ' o t where ground-
support facilities do not exist.
The charging performance of the battery fluctuates greatly
depending on factors such as battery temperature and charging
voltage. In particular, one of the most important pre-
requisites for the use of a small capacity battery was the
charge acceptance characteristic at low temperatures.
Improvement of the charge characteristics of the system so
that there is adequate charging output, even under low
temperature conditions, is a basic important problem in the
development process.
At temperatures below 32 F, battery electrolyte becomes
more viscous and internal cell resistance begins to increase
significantly. The use of larger batteries will help out in
cold weather battery-starting conditions; however, there
exists a point at which the battery weight necessary to
provide this additional support is out of proportion to the
desirability of the service it offers. In addition, the
additional associated weight and size of a larger battery are
major design considerations.
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It has been a general ai/raft industry standard to design
F
for 0 F engine start ca_ility with batteries. In this
manner, the extent of it, S capabilities has usually offset
the weight/cost factors required to provide it. This, of
course, depends upon the degree of starting difficulty
presented by the engine in question. When engines are
difficult to start, there is a tendency to seek a compromise
with this criteria by raising the minimum temperature
acceptable for battery starts in order to avoid large weight
penalties for the airplane. This has resulted in marginally
acceptable starting systems, which have been an irritation to
pilots and have resulted in either engine stress and/or
severely_shortened battery life because of the large depth of
charge/discharge and thus the associated thermal stress
from lengthy and repeated start-up attempts.
At the other end of the spectrum is the aircraft design
approach, which results in the use of much higher capacity
batteries than are really needed to satisfy emergency power
demands, in order to achieve the starting performance
desired.
The solution lies somewhere between these two extremes so
that Re (effective internal resistance) will be at the
optimum level while providing acceptable starting performance
and maintaining a sufficient capacity for emergency power.
In order to do this at the lightest battery weight possible,
it is necessary that battery Pmax (maximum power delivered to
the starter) be transferred to the engine durfng the start
cycle when the engine start-power demand is the greatest.
Generally speaking, nickel-cadmium batteries posses the
characteristics described in Figs. G| and_. At any particular
temperature of interest, the relationship between weight, Re,
Imp (load current at which maximum power transfer occurs),
and battery capacity can be represented as in figure|$. It
is assumed here that the voltage rating (that is the number
of cells) and temperature is held constant. In a 19-
cell battery, e(o)-(no load voltage), is 23.5 V (d-c) at room
temperature; however this drops off as electrolyte temp-
perature is reduced and is typically 22.5 V (d-c) at
0 F. (3)
Engine Requirements
The well known method for describing engine starting
power requirements is called the "drag-torque curve." This is
a plot of the drag and assist torque versus speed seen by the
engine at its starter accesory-pad during the start cycle.
A typical example of such a curve is shown in Fig. .
The torque peak value and the curve vary with temperature
and engine design. It is important to know both the specific
drag-torque characteristics of the engine at the temperature
under consideration. Most engine manufacturer's specify the
minimum acceptable acceleration times that must be produced
to avoid possible "hot-starting" problems.
The peak drag-torque (occurring at the point of ignition
during the compression cycle) usually, although not always,
represents the maximum power requirement for starting. If
excess values of drag-torque remain during the post-ignition
phase, starting power requirements can peak at a point in
speed other than the maximum torque speed. It is important to
know in this case, in order to assure that the starter power
is sufficient to accelerate the engine beyond ignition
without inducing a "hot start" condition. This can be easily
determined by converting the drag torque curve to a plot of
demand and supplied power versus speed. In the example
illustrated in Fig._4, such a curve would follow a pattern
similar to that of the drag-torque curve showing a peak start
power demand of 9 hp occuring at 1350 rpm. (4)
ENGINE TORQUE AT STARTER ACCESSORY PAD (LB-FT)
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CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are derived from the contents of the paper
concerning the power requirements and losses of various ancillary
components of the rotary engine for a small aircraft:
.... An optimized system design will yield significant battery
weight savings in difficult-to-start engine applications.
.... Significant starting-energy economics can be realized with an
optimized system, allowing additional benefits to engine ignition operation
and to component life of the battery, starter, contact points, and engine.
.... It was found from the study that the pumping efficiency may be
improved for a given flow rate if the rotor width is increased while the
rotor radius and the rotation speed are reduced.
.... The effect of the rotor diameter on the pumping efficiency is
great, which is indicated by the relationship of r5 for the fluid friction
loss, and r3 for the thrust friction loss.
.... The effect of the pump rotation speed (engine speed) is n 2.5 for
the fluid friction loss, n 1.86 for the thrust friction loss, and nearly linear
with with speed for the other variables.
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.... The liquid cooling offers definite advantages over air cooling in
the areas of durability and performance. Other advantages such as lower
operating costs and operational improvements are more subjective and can
only be substantiated with service experience.
.... Some of the other benefits include: Absence of cooling airflow
anomalies, better cylinder wear characteristics, increased power output,
significant reduction in cooling drag, and greater tolerance to operational
abuse.
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2. Methodoloqy
The system components consist of the point range sensor manufactured by
CyberOptics Corporation, the table and controller computer manufactured by TSI, Inc., and
the Zenith portable computer used to coordinate the sensor and the table movements. See
Figure 1. The position of the table is measured by a Sony linear position encoder which
measures the position of the table relative to its absolute home and transmits the position to
the Zenith Computer. The Point Range Sensor is connected to the computer through a
parallel interface card installed in the communication bus of the computer. The Sony encoder
and the control for the Traverse Table are connected through RS-232-C port connections.
The computer reads the position of the table and the measurement from the Point Range
Sensor, it examines the data and determines the position of the surface being measured. The
computer does this over a preset area and gathers the data for a computer generated surface.
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3. System Components
3.1 Point Range Sensor: (PRS)
The Point Range Sensor itself consists of several components. The sensor
head contains the laser and the optical components used in the measurement of range data.
The sensor is connected via a cable to the multiplexer/driver device. The multiplexer
contains the actual electronics for controlling the sensor head and it is connected to the
interface board installed in the computer. The computer controls all the parameters that
affect the PRS through the device driver software written by CyberOptics Corporation.
The PRS sensor works by projecting and intense spot of near-infrared visible
radiation onto the surface. A two-dimensional detector array gathers the reflected light and
the data is transferred digitally to the computer. The computer processes the imaged data to
determine the position of the centroid of the spot. This position allows for the calculation of
range information due to the trigonometric relationship between the centroid position and the
range. See Figure 2.
PRS performance can be measured by examining two items; the resolution and
the accuracy of the sensor. The resolution of the sensor is the smallest change in Az that can
be measured by the sensor. See Figure 2. This is a function of how the sensor was
designed, and is limited by the types of measuring intended for the sensor. The sensor
chosen for this design is the PRS-800 sensor. This sensor has a resolution of twenty
microns over a range of eight millimeters. The accuracy of the range data is dependent upon
both sensor design and the surface microstructure details. The illumination spot has a
Gaussian intensity profile. However non-uniform reflectivity may cause the image measured
by the detector array to appear non-Gaussian and even non-symmetric. See Figure 3. Since
all real surfaces have non-uniform reflecdvity there may be a discrepancy between the actual
intensity profile and the ideal profile used to calibrate the system. This will create an error in
the measured centroid location. The absolute accuracy depends upon the surface being
measured since all parameters are under the operators control. The operating range of the
PRS-800 is eight millimeters and CyberOptics manufactures several other sensors with
different ranges and resolufons. For this design, the smallest change in surface height
attainable by this sensor is twenty microns, and the largest is eight millimeters.
3.2 Traverse Table System:(Tl'S)
The Traverse Table System manufactured by TSI, Inc. consists of three main
components. The table upon which the PRS will be mounted, the control computer and the
Sony encoder readout. See Figure 4. The Traverse Table System uses a computer to control
the movement in the three axis directions. This computer, called the Modulynx, is interfaced
with the PC and provides the input to the stepper motors that control movement. The control
computer receives ASCII codes from the PC and translates the codes into a pulse train. The
pulse train signal is sent to the stepper motors which then move the required distances. The
position is measured by the encoders in each axis. This position is sent to the Sony readout
which can display the position in either metric or English units. The range of movement of
the table is 960 millimeters for the 'x' axis and 480 millimeters in the other two. See Figure
5 foi" the specifications of the table. It is important to note that the largest area that can be
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traversedfor thepurposeof PRS input is 960 x 480 millimeters. Of course it is possible to
extend this limit slighdy.
3.3 Portable Computer System:
A Zenith portable computer was purchased to control the entire system. See
Figure 6 for the specifications. This computer interfaces with the Sony encoder readout, the
Table modulynx control, and the PRS system. This is accomplished through two serial ports
and one parrallel port. The PRS system is installed into the computer through a parallel
interface card. The Sony is connected to one of the communication ports, called a serial port.
This communication is accomplished through the use of RS-232 connectors and appropriate
protocols. Another serial port is connected to the Modulynx. See Figure 1.
3.4 Object Mounting System:
The last two items which need to be mentioned are the mounting bracket for
the sensor head and the stand for the object being measured. The mounting bracket need
only hold the sensor head and not interfere with measurement. The bracket projects the
head out from the table to allow for more flexible measurement. See Figure 7. This
extension will allow limited mapping of concave objects as long as the sensor head will fit
inside the opening. The stand for the objects themselves is dependent upon the object being
measured.
TSI Traverse Table spc, cifications:
Translation
x-axis 960 mm
y-axis 480 mm
z-axis 480 mm
Tilt of base 9 degrees
Minimum movement 2.5 lameters
Readout Resolution 2.5 Ixmeters
Repeatability 2.0 IJ,meters
Nominal Traverse rate 5mrn/sec
Load capacity 100 kg
Figure 5.
Traverse Table Specifications
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Zenith TurbosPort 386
Processor - 80386 with 80387
numeric coprocessor
Speed - 12 or 6 MHz switchable
Drives - 40 MB hard drive and
3-1/2 inch disk.
Modem - 2400/1200/300 Hayes
compatible.
I/O ports- 1 Serial and 1 Parallel
plus expansion box for
three full size cards.
Memory - 2MB Ram
Power - Battery or l l0v AC adapter/charger
Graphics - 640 x 400 pixel resolution
Figure 6.
Zenith Portable PC specs
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4. Software
There is a large amount of software which needs to be linked together to
control the separate parts of the system. TSI has written procedures for controlling the TI'S,
and CyberOptics has a separate software package to control the PRS system, Control
software to combine the two systems has been written by this author.
The difficulty in interfacing all three systems is in the different technologies
used. TSI wrote their software in Fortran with some Assembly language subroutines to do
the actual communication with the TTS. CyberOptics wrote their software as a memory-
resident device driver and the controlling software was written in 'C' language. To integrate
the separate systems, control software was written to combine the source code for each
system. 'C' was used to write the control software for two reasons. 'C' allows flexible data
sizes, so that variable size arrays can be implemented, and 'C' allows more effective
interface with the more modem CyberOptics software. See section 6 on Implementation for
comments on improvements.
5. Project Status
The PRS system has been purchased and delivered. The Traverse Table is
available and is located in the MSU engine lab, it is also used for other projects. The Zenith
personal computer has been purchased and delivered. The control software has all been
written, however extensive testing and modifications will need to be done. A flow diagram of
the control software is included in Figure 8.
6. Implementation Concerns
The Major concern for this type of imaging system is the table itself. Only one
comer of the table is used for mounting the sensor. It would be more economical to use
something that does not waste space. Perhaps a robot-arm mounted measuring device is
more appropriate. It also would have slightly more flexibility for measuring objects. Another
concern with the table is the controller design. The controller could measure its own position
and supply the feedback, eliminating the Sony readout altogether.
On a more immediate basis the software could be improved merely by writing
all of it in one language. This will remove all the interface problems that will occur with the
three different languages.
The last topic that needs to be discussed is the accuracy and speed of the
system. The maximum accuracy of the PRS sensor was pointed out in Section 3.1. The
entire system's limits will be based on a combination of the three components, the laser, the
PRS system, and the table. The computer has a 12 MHZ processor and the required code to
manage the measurements is relatively small, so the limiting factor between the laser and
the computer is a factor of the frequency response of the PRS sensor. The stated speed from
the "Point Range Sensor User's Manual" is 3.00 milliseconds for a measurement. It is clear
that the limiting factor is dependent upon the Traverse Table. The table is the largest
moving part of the system and will have the slowest time responses. The difference is
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mainly because of the digital nature of the other two components. The fastest sampling
speed will then be dependent upon the settling time for the table motions. Surface
microsmacture will have an effect on these speeds by increasing the number of
measurements required
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